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Foreword 
In February 1962, the first volume of MASTER'S 
PROJECT ABSTRACTS was published. That volume con-
tained all of the abstracts of Master's Projects completed 
by graduate students at St. Cloud State College during 
the period from July 1957 through June 1961. 
This · publication is the second in the series. It contains 
the abstracts of all Master's Projects completed during the 
period from June 1961 through June 1963. 
A bound copy of each Master's Project Report is on 
file in Kiehle Library on this campus; it is available for 
use on an inter-library loan basis. 
Copies of this Bulletin may be obtained from the 
Graduate Studies Office, St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud, 
Minnesota. 
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ART 
VARIABLE FACTORS IN MOSAIC MURAL MAKING 
by Patricia Marlow 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this paper is to investigate the cultural con-
tribution of mosaic mural making, the materials and methods. These murals 
are presented as artistic expressions and the cultural contributions which 
these expressions have made are presented in this paper in topical form. At 
the present time there is an upsurge of interest in mosaics used in connection 
with architecture. The rediscovery of its merits is so new that very little has 
been written which presents its uses and meanings. This paper will draw 
together the uses and meanings of mosaics past and present. 
PROCEDURE: The material for this paper has been gathered over a period 
of eight months. The resources of the St. Cloud State College Library, the 
St. Cloud Public Library, and the library of the University of Minnesota were 
used to gather the material. 
Of particular value were the art and architecture periodicals which 
dealt with the works of contemporary artists and architects. 
FINDINGS: The mosaic has appeared in simple or complex form wherever 
man has built an enduring culture. Historically speaking, mosaics have risen 
from the floors of palatial homes of Hellenistic origin to the walls and 
ceilings of Byzantine churches and mosques, and now adorn the interiors and 
exteriors of modern skyscrapers, schools, apartment houses, and restaurants. 
The materials, skills, and purposes of the mosaicist are varied, and the validity 
of this art medium is seldom in question in the contemporary art world . The 
range of mosaic used, from embellishment to necessary architectural com-
ponent, attests to the fact that mosaic is a suitable expressive medium. The 
variety of meanings and uses in the cultural eras enhances the medium and 
shows the versatility in its adapting to social, spiritual and material specifications· 
SUMMARY: Down through the centuries, mosaics have been used variously, 
have appeared in many cultures, and have given meaningful information. In 
the ancient world, mosaics were used as important architectural, decorative 
features, which brightened interiors of temples, homes and baths. The Romans 
used mosaic tile for its durability on floors. During the Byzantine era mosaics 
were used to tell Bible stories to the unlettered masses. Mexican mosaics tell 
the history and social struggle of their people. Modern American and European 
mosaics are used mainly as esthetic decoration of architectural forms. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Algalee P. Adams, chairman; Charles L. Crane 
DATE OF COMPLETION: May 1963 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF AUTOMATION ON THE 
HIGH SCHOOL BUSINESS EDUCATION CURRICULUM 
by Willard M. Backes 
PROBLEM: It is the purpose of this study to determine what strides have 
been taken in the field of automation in recent years, and the impact that 
this advancement may have on the high school business education curriculum. 
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PROCEDURE: The newness of the problem has limited the amount of in-
formation available on the topic, but (l) through personal interviews with 
the top management of twenty-three different manufacturers and users of 
automated equipment, (2) by letters requesting information on this subject 
from manufacturers and users of automated equipment (when personal inter-
views were impossible), and (3) from information obtained from current books, 
magazines, newspapers, circulars, addresses, etc., this study was completed. 
FINDINGS: The advent of automation into the business office has not 
placed the present high school business education curriculum in danger of 
being drastically revised or eliminated. The purpose of the business office (to 
collect and report business information) has not changed; only the methods 
used have changed. Consequently our education system must adjust to these 
changes to enable students to meet the demands of their prospective em-
ployers. 
CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions were derived from the study: 
l. Automation will make it more difficult for the secondary student to 
penetrate the business field because of his lack of training, and for the better 
opportunities, a college education is almost a necessity. 
2. Future high school graduates contemplating a career in the business 
office will need more bookkeeping, mathematics, and typing in preparation 
for accurate key-punch and other machine operations. 
3. Personal traits of any competent employee will still be sought, but 
some will be stressed more than others. Those are the ability to think logically, 
work accurately, get along with fellow employees, and most important, to be 
able to adapt to new situations. 
4. Business educators have not done their task of informing students of 
the changes taking place in the business office. They must engage in more 
intensive and extensive endeavors to understand what is currently being done, 
and what automation's future implications are. 
5. An important task has been added to the teacher's job-the absolute 
necessity of encouraging tl1e student to do creative thinking. 
6. It is necessary to attract better students into the areas of business 
education. The jobs created by automated machines require personnel with 
a wide range of ability. 
7. Change has become one of the characteristics of this era, and it will 
become increasingly important that students obtain a broad understanding 
of business operations instead of drilling them in one area that may become 
outmoded in the near future. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Clair E . Daggett, Chairman; Dr. Raymond 
H. Larson 
DATE OF COMPLETION; April 1963 
SURVEYS TO DEVELOP AN EFFECTIVE BUSINESS CURRICULUM 
FOR THE BALDWIN-WOODVILLE HIGH SCHOOL 
BALDWIN, WISCONSIN 
by Harold Lawrence Kosbau 
PROBLEM: Consolidation of the Baldwin and Woodville School Districts 
made it imperative to develop a business curriculum that would be enhanced 
by the increased student enrollment, the la,_rger faculty, and the expanding 
facilities. No comprehensive information was available on the personal and 
vocational aspirations and experiences of former graduates from this particular 
locale. 
PROCEDURE: Investigative reading pointed to the survey method as an 
effective research procedure to collect the information necessary for local 
business curriculum development. Surveys were developed and administered 
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to recent graduates, employers of recent graduates who had obtained office 
or sales employment, and Baldwin-Woodville students in grades 9-12. 
FINDINGS: Information supplied by graduates and employers is enlightening 
in measuring the strengths and weaknesses of a business curriculum. Currently 
enrolled students can supply little useful information in analyzing a curriculum 
because they lack vocational and personal experience. 
Female graduates responded better to the survey than males. Reasons 
for this can be related to the facts that females had taken more business 
courses in high school than males, and the majority of females found business 
employment after graduation while males went into non-business occupations. 
A majority of the graduates, more males than females, sought some type 
of education beyond high school. College programs exceeded other types of 
education. 
Business employers in metropolitan areas employ vast numbers of office 
and sales workers. This is an attraction to high school graduates who live in 
nearby, smaller towns. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The following information was collected 
by surveying the graduates: (1) In business occupations, females performed 
office-type duties, while males were doing bookkeeping or selling activities. 
(2) Business courses, taken by graduates, of value on the job were : typing, 
office practice, and secretarial practice. Courses valuable for personal use 
were: typing, bookkeeping, and economics. (3) Graduates suggested business 
courses should be added to the curriculum in the following order: (a) Business 
English, (b) general business, (c) consumer problems, (d) business mathematics, 
and (e) office practices. 
Surveys of business employers revealed the following information: (1) Five 
business courses having the most value for office and/ or sales employment 
were: (a) Business English, (b) business mathematics, (c) typing I, (d) typing II, 
and (e) general business. (2) Major weaknesses in work habits of recent office 
and sales employees were: (a) inability to make decisions quickly and ac-
curately, (b) inability to work under pressure or abnormal conditions, and 
(c) tardiness or lack of attendance. 
Students in grades 9-12 gave the information that follows: (1) Four bus-
iness courses preferred as electives were : (a) typing, (b) bookkeeping, (c) short-
hand, and (d) office practices. (2) One-third of the seniors were planning to 
attend college. (3) Office jobs would be sought by at least one-third of the 
seniors. 
Courses should be planned to teach students the business knowledge and 
skills needed for personal life, including students who will seek further edu-
cation, and for use in a vocation. 
Add general business, shorthand II, and office practice as one year courses. 
Integrate Business English, economics, and business law into other courses. 
Conduct a brief follow-up study of graduates each year and a compre-
hensive study every third year. Changes should be made whenever significant 
information is collected to warrant a change. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Lyle E. Ball, Chairman; Dr. Clair E. Daggett 
DATE OF COMPLETION: April 1963 
A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF PINE RIVER HIGH SCHOOL 
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING GRADUATES FOR 
THE YEARS 1951 THROUGH 1960 
by James Henry Lissick 
PROBLEM: A cooperative part-time training program was established at 
Pine River ten years ago. No attempt has ever been made to follow up the 
graduates of this program. 
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PROCEDURE: A questionnaire was developed through the study of numerous 
others. Then a pilot study was administered to test the clarity of the question-
naire. After slight changes in the form, it was sent to the graduates of Pine 
River who had taken on-the-job training during the years 1951 through 1960. 
A record of completed questionnaires was kept, by year of graduation. The 
author sent out three mailings of the questionnaire. 
FINDINGS: 
1. Seventy-seven per cent of the on-the-job training graduates responded 
to the questionnaire. 
2. Sixty-five per cent of the respondents did not have any further school-
ing beyond high school. 
3 . Only 4.1 per cent of the respondents available for employment were 
unemployed. 
4. Eighty-six per cent of the working respondents were working in the 
same occupational area. 
5. Approximately six-sevenths of the working respondents worked more 
than forty hours per week. 
6. The average weekly wages of the working respondents was about 
$77.00. 
7. Over nine-tenths of the working respondents were satisfied with their 
present job. 
8. The largest number of respondents believed that on-the-job training 
helped them to decide on their first job after high school. 
9. Three-fifths of the respondents took on-the-job training to obtain 
training for a future job. 
10. Nine-tenths of the respondents believed that the Occupational Relations 
course and training received on the job were of value to them. 
11. Nine-tenths of the respondents thought the program could be improved 
in some way. 
12. Approximately six-sevenths of the respondents left their on-the-job 
training position within one year after graduation. 
13. About one-half of the respondents believed they had to sacrifice some-
thing to take on-the-job training. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Over three-fourths of the graduates who 
had taken on-the-job training responded to the questionnaire. 
About two-thirds of the respondents did not have any further training or 
education beyond high school. This seems to be a large number and further 
training and education probably should be stressed as being important in the 
Occupational Relations class. 
The results of the study showed that a large percentage of the student-
trainees tend to work in the same vocational area they were in during high 
school. 
The majority of the respondents were satisfied with their present job. 
The main reason respondents took on-the-job training was to obtain 
training. 
The graduates believed that on-the-job training helped them in selecting 
their future jobs. 
The on-the-job training program was of value to most of the respondents 
although they thought that some changes could be made. 
The respondents left their high school jobs to obtain better positions a short 
time after graduation. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Clair E. Daggett, Chairman; Dr. lrvamae 
Applegate 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
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A STUDY TO DETERMINE WHE'J!HER_ THERE IS A RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE, ' SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 
OR SEX AND GROWTH IN BUSINESS UNDERSTANDING 
REALIZED BY STUDENTS ENROLLED IN GENERAL BUSINESS 
by Peter Roger M erci Ia . 
PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this study to evaluate whether there is a 
relationship between scholastic aptitude, socio-economic status or sex and growth 
in business understandings realized by students enrolled in ninth-grade general 
business. 
PROCEDURE: The Every People Scholarship Test in General Business was 
administered as a pretest ·and post-test at the beginning and end of the first 
semester of general business during the 1961-62 school year. Before any 
statistical evaluation was conducted, the sample was stratified three tinies; 
once with respect to each of the following: socio-economic status, scholastic 
aptitude, and sex. The statistical procedures followed in conducting this 
study were primarily directed toward the groupings of individuals on t;he basis 
of the three characteristics discussed previously. The statistical procedures 
were directed toward the testing of the following null hypotheses : 
l. that there were no significant .differences between the means of the 
socio-economic groups on either the -pretest or post-test. 
2. that there was no significant difference between the means of the male 
and female groups on either the pretest or post-tes t. , 
3. that there were no significant differences between the means of the 
three scholastic aptitude groups on either the pretes t or post-test. 
4. that growth realized by groups, within each of the three groupings, 
would not be significantly different. 
FINDINGS: After analysis of variance had been conducted and the F test 
used to determine whether the differences between the variances was signific-
ant at either the .01 or .05 levels of significance, the results indicated thai:: 
l. The derived means for the subgroups within the socio-economic and 
scholastic aptitude groups were significantly different on the pretest and .post-
test at the .01 level. · · 
2. The derived means for the sex groups were . not significantly different, 
using the .05 level, on either the pretest or post-test. 
3. The differences in growth realized by the subgroups of each of the 
characteristics-socio-economic, scholastic aptitude, and sex groups-were not 
significant at the .05 level. · 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Based upon the findings of this study, it 
appears that there is no significant relationship between scholastic aptitude, 
socio-economic status or sex and growth in business understandings realized by 
students enrolled in general business. There was a significant positive relation-
ship between the derived means of the various levels of scholastic aptitude and 
socio-economic status when compared separately on pretest and post-.test re-
sults. There was no significant difference between achievement on either the 
pretest or post-test when the derived means of the male and female groups 
were compared. 
The writer feels that more studies similar to this one should be made to 
ascertain whether the findings are co nsistent. Several communities should be 
utilized in one study to arrive at a broader range of socio-economic levels in 
grouping. This would also involve more homogeneity in grouping with respect 
to ability. A similar study should be conducted in a large school system where 
more than one .teacher is responsible for teaching general business. This would 
facilitate the comparison of results obtained . 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr . . · ·C lair E. Daggett, Chairman; Dr. Frederich 
C. Markwardt -
DATE OF COMPLETION: April 1963 
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ENGLISH 
A STUDY OF THE TEACHING OF GRAMMAR IN 
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS WHICH COOPERATE WITH 
ST. CLOUD STATE COLLEGE 
by Vernal Alfred Lind 
PROBLEM: How is grammar taught in senior high schools which cooperate 
with St. Cloud State College? 
PROCEDURE: A questionnaire was sent to each of the senior high school 
English teachers in the cooperating schools. Questions elicited information on 
the following topics: (1) use of curriculum guides; (2) approaches in teaching 
grammar; (3) teachers' evaluations of the helpfulness of a knowledge of gram-
mar to students; (4) teachers' evaluations of major problems in teaching grammar; 
(5) teachers' evaluations of devices used in teaching grammar; (6) texts and 
supplementary materials used in class, and teachers' evaluations of texts; and 
(7) teachers' resource materials. A total of ninety questionnaires, or 60 per 
cent, were completed and returned. Responses to the questions were tabulated 
and analyzed. In addition, the texts were examined to determine (1) the kind 
of approach to grammar; (2) the method of study indicated for students; and 
(3) the treatment of usage. 
FINDINGS: The following are some of the significant findings: 
1. Many of the teachers, 62.2 per cent, indicated use of curriculum guides. 
However, uniformity in teaching methods did not seem to result from the use 
of a particular guide. 
2. Grammar that is for the most part separated from other studies of 
language was indicated as a major activity. Teachers said they taught grammar 
in that way from 0 to 18 weeks, with most teachers devoting either 9 to 14 
weeks or 18 weeks to such a study. 
3. Most teachers, 94.4 per cent, also said they taught grammar in con-
nection with other language activities. 
4. Approximately 15 per cent seemed to use the structural approach in 
teaching grammar. 
5. Evaluations by teachers showed that 57.8 per cent felt they spent the 
right amount of time with grammar. 
6. According to 83.3 per cent, writing improved as a result of a study of 
grammar. 
7. A minimum knowledge of grammar as a graduation requirement was 
advocated by 73.3 per cent. 
8. Negative student attitude was considered a problem by most teachers. 
Development of a more meaningful grammar was the solution suggested by 
40 of the 90 teachers. 
9. Teaching devices as well as teachers' evaluations of such devices varied 
greatly. 
10. Almost all instructors indicated use of a grammar or language text as 
a reference for writing or speaking. Frequently it was reported that the grammar 
section of the text was studied for its own content, also. 
11. Teachers indicated more familiarity with texts utilizing the traditional 
approach than they did with texts utilizing the structural approach. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Without doubt, this study shows that 
grammar is taught with many approaches and many different types of emphases 
and that opinions and evaluations of teachers vary greatly. There seems to be 
no evidence of uniformity in teaching practices or methods. 
This study suggests: (1) some specific problems that English teachers might 
work on; (2) the need for a development of a more meaningful grammar; (3) 
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the need for more college courses in grammar; and (4) the need for more studies 
of this kind. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Martha G. Worthington, Chairman; Dr. Eloise 
N. Courter 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1962 
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF SARAH ORNE JEWETT'S 
THE COUNTRY OF THE POINTED FIRS 
by Marianne W. Moran 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study has been to determine by a critical 
analysis of Sarah Orne Jewett's The Country of the Pointed Firs whether the 
book deserves the high position in American literature to which the opinions 
of three generations of critics seemingly would entitle it. 
· PROCEDURE: A survey of the available criticism of Miss Jewett's work was 
made in order to discover the qualities in her writing which such highly regarded 
critics as William Dean Howells, Henry James, Willa Cather, and F. 0. 
Matthiessen found worthy of praise. In addition, a careful reading of Miss 
Jewett's letters and the reminiscences of her friends provided the information 
about her experience and her philosophy of life and art which seemed 
necessary if the study were to be of any significance. The chief emphasis, 
however, has been a detailed analysis of The Country of the Pointed Firs, 
which, according to the consensus of critical opinion, is considered to be the 
author's finest literary work. Her purpose in writing the book, the literary form 
she used, the setting and characters, and her methods and techniques were 
considered. 
FINDINGS: Sarah Orne Jewett was a writer with a social mission as well as 
an artistic purpose. Her chief concern was the sympathetic portrayal of the 
people and the country of southeastern, coastal Maine. The language she 
used to fulfill her purpose was as trim and pointed as the New England 
scenery and as unpretentious as the people she described. By symbols and 
other linguistic devices, as well as by the use of the sketch form and a narrator 
under whose detailed yet affectionate observation the characters and setting 
are shown, Miss Jewett was able to reveal the life and meaning she found in 
a tiny township of Maine. 
The range of emotional expression in the book identifies the values which 
Miss Jewett held. The marks of poverty, war, thwal'ted hopes and ambitions, 
superstitions, and the hurts of body, mind, and spirit are present in The Country 
of the Pointed Firs, but they are on the margins of the book. Fear and hope-
lessness and hatred do not intrude. Their shadowy presence seems merely to 
intensify the values which are predominant: love and peace, hope and joy, 
faith and serenity, and endurance. 
CONCLUSION: Perhaps it is because this is a reflective age that attention has 
once again been turned to Sarah Orne Jewett's book. Sensitive readers find 
pleasure in the pictures of the village, the country, and the sea, the artful 
simplicity of the language, and an acquaintance with Almira Todd and her 
friends, whose strength lay in their ability to accept all life serenely. For those 
who grow weary in conflict or, like Miss Jewett, have an aversion to the 
sordid and discordant there is a measure of peace and refreshment in The 
Country of the Pointed Firs. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Lewis C. Smith, Jr., Chairman; Dr. Robert L. 
Coard 
DATE OF COMPLETION: May 1963 
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SHAKESPEARE'S USE OF HtS SOURCES IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF OPHELIA AND LADY MACBETH 
;· 
by Drusilla A?ele Reichard 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to discover in what ways the 
characterization and poetry of the sources were transformed by Shakespeare's 
creative genius in the artistic development of Ophelia in Hamlet and Lady 
Macbeth in Macbeth. 
PROCEDURE: The works of many critics were read to provide the necessary 
background. Reading and re-reading Hamlet and Macbeth increased under-
standing of the characterizations and poetry of the two plays. The women's 
speeches were compared to t~e various readings of the Furness Variorum 
Edition of each play to find variations in language which might indicate 
different conceptions of the characterization or give clues to the source of the 
speech. The characterizations , were then compared with the main plot sources 
printed in the Furness Variorum ' Edition to · ascertain what changes Shakes-
peare niade in the original of eaGh character, of what hints he used in develop-
ing his delineations. Works of authors known to have influenced Shakespeare 
were read in the attempt to find the possib)e origins of various aspects of 
Shakespeare's characterizations, , Passages showing similarities to the character-
ization or language of Ophelia or Lady Macbeth were compared with Shakes-
peare's sp'eeches and an attempt was made to prove Shakespeare's knowledge 
of the source in question by documentation by the critics. 
FINDINGS: This study shows that although Shakespeare used a model for 
each aspect of the characterization of Ophelia and Lady Macbeth, both the 
characterization and language of the sources were transformed by his creative 
genius in his artistic development of the characters. 
The main plot source of Hamlet was a lost play known as the Ur-Hamlet, 
which survives only through a corrupt German version entitled Der Bestrafte 
Brudermord, translated Fratricide Punished. This immature play not only pro-
vided the hint for Ophelia's dominant characteristics of passivity and obedience, 
but also situations which Shakespeare used in developing Ophelia's delineation. 
Each of Ophelia's major scenes with the e;!i:ception of the interviews with 
Laertes and Polonius is suggested by the source. Each scene in the source gives 
a brief hint of characterization although in some scenes the trait is merely im-
plied. By adding Ophelia's first conversations with her father and brother and 
by giving each scene more complete development, Shakespeare gave her 
charaCterizatiol) motivation and plausibility that is lacking in the source. Using 
the hints of characterization and situations suggested by the source, Shakespeare 
improved both the language and the characterization by substituting familiar 
ballads, legends, and· Elizabethan flower symbolism, each of which had some 
resemblance to the situation in the source. 
The development of the characterization of Lady Macbeth- was more com-
plicated because there was no pre-Macbeth to be used as a model. In this 
sense, she was an original characterization developed to complement that of 
Macbeth. 
The main sources of Macbeth were the stories of Macbeth and King Duffe 
in Holinshed's Chronicles. These provided the_ hint of Lady Macbeth's dominant 
characteristics of aggressiveness and determination. Shakespeare developed 
and intensified these by -making her a composite of several murderers of history 
and legend, 
Lady Macbeth gives the impression of a dual nature which combines 
superhuman cruelty with the charactistics of practicality and queenliness. The 
source 'of the superhuman characterization was Seneca's Medea, supplemented 
by the love for her husband and the deliberate suppression of conscience shown 
bx Ovid's Medea. The model Jor her queenly nature was Clytemnestra in 
Seneca's Agamemnon, while her practicality and ruthlessness 'were intensified 
by the addition of characteristics from _Alice Arden, a character in the pre-
Elizabethan play, Arden of Feversham. 
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Many of the ideas, situations, and incidents through which Lady Macbeth's 
characterization was developed are from the Agamemnon. Others were supplied 
by Arden of Feversham. The imagery used to individualize Lady Macbeth is 
from Seneca's Hercules Furens, Marlowe's Hero and Leander, the pre-Shakes-
pearean play, Cambises, and the works of Plutarch, in addition to the sources 
mentioned above. Many of Lady Macbeth's scenes are a complex blend of 
several sources. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: It is apparent from these studies that 
Shakespeare's debt to his sources was great. From them he obtained ideas, 
situations, and flashes of imagery, as well as hints of characterization, which he 
intensified and developed by using other characters as models. Regardless of the 
extent of his debt, Shakespeare transformed his sources by giving depth, mo-
bility, and reality to the characters and by enhancing the poetic qualities of 
the langua~e. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. T. A. Barnhart, Chairman; Dr. Marvin 0. 
Thompson. 
PATE- OF COMPLETION: July 1961. 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SPEECH COMPOSITION 
STYLE IN THE LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATES 
by Bernice Caroline Slinden 
PROBLEM: To make a comparative analysis of the speech composition styles 
of Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas as seen in two of the Lincoln-
Douglas debates. 
PROCEDURE: The first two debates in the series of seven were used for 
the investigation. The debates of Lincoln and Douglas at Ottawa and Freeport 
were compared and examined for their speech composition style which en-
compassed the language qualities of correctness, clearness, ornateness and 
appropriateness. 
· The Campbell threefold test was applied to discover the correctness in 
words and phrases. This test examined the reputability, the national use, and 
the present use of. words. 
Clearness in the usage of words was explored by examining the speeches 
as to the clarity in reasoning, the use of contrasting words, the device of 
interrogation, and the repetition of words. Additional research was made by 
investigating the sentence structure as to the type of sentences: simple, complex, 
and compound. 
The discernment of ornateness was observed in the use of analogy, simile, 
metaphor, irony, and religious reference. 
An evaluation .of appropriateness was based on the following criteria: 
(I) adaptive behavior to the audience; (2) mode of utterance consistent with 
the content; (3) orator's ability to conciliate, inform, and induce to action; 
(4) control of figurative language; and (5) character revelation. 
FINDINGS: Both Lincoln and Douglas were effective speakers. The Campbell 
threefold test revealed that the choice of correct words as used by Lincoln 
and 'Douglas was based on reputable idiomatic expressions. favorable and un-
favorable political words of national significance, and well defined words in 
current usage. 
To add clarity to their presentations, the two debaters used sound reason-
ing to suooort their views, and vivid contrasts to add dimension to their 
thoughts. The device of interrogation was introduced by Douglas and continued 
by Lincoln. Repetitive words were used more extensively by Lincoln than by 
Douglas while the sentence structure was similar for both candidates. 
To achieve ornateness Lincoln resorted to long stories to prove a point 
whereas Douglas used short examples. Both speakers used the simile, metaphor, 
irony, and religious reference to add embellishment and interest. 
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The evaluation of the debaters' appropriateness of words revealed that 
each candidate had his individual way of achieving audience adaptation. Each 
was cognizant of the seriousness or the casualness of the occasion and selected 
his words accordingly. Both candidates sensed the opportune time to use the 
appropriate words to conciliate, inform, and induce the audience to action. 
Appropriateness was observed in the control of figurative language. The char-
acter of Lincoln and Douglas was exemplified in words that revealed their sin-
cerity, loyalty, and honesty. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Lincoln and Douglas communicated well 
with their audiences. This was achieved through the effective use of the language 
qualities of correctness, clearness, ornateness, and appropriateness in their 
speech composition style. Most historians will agree that Lincoln and Douglas 
were outstanding speakers and that the debates were among the most sig-
nificant in history. 
From these findings, it may be concluded that Lincoln and Douglas and 
their speeches will continue to command the attention and interest of the 
reading public. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Paul E. Cairns, Chairman; Dr. Robert H. Wick 
DATE OF COMPLETION: March 1963 
GEOGRAPHY 
OCCUPANCE OF BRAINERD, MINNESOTA 
by Lawrence C. Anderson 
PROBLEM: A geographical study of Brainerd has never been attempted, 
perhaps because urban geography is a rather recent development. The study 
is designed to present significant material about Brainerd from a geographical 
point of view. 
PROCEDURE: Much of this study involves the field methods of inquiry, 
observation, reconnaissance, and traverse along with other means of data col-
lection. Since the ideal formal geographic description is the maf, a large portion 
of this study has been interpreted through the use of this too . 
FINDINGS: Brainerd shows significant patterns of development which are 
only seen when illustrated through the use of maps. 
Since the creation of the city Brainerd has experienced steady growth and 
maturity. Land use in this community has changed through the past years 
from extensive subsistence fishing, hunting, and trapping by Indians to lumber-
ing, railroading, manufacturing, mining, recreation, and other service functions 
by white men. 
In the past few years there has been a marked growth in Brainerd. How-
ever, the city has now reached the point where it must develop, to a greater 
degree, its natural resources. Farms and dairies must be developed more ex-
tensively. Forest lands can also provide more revenue for the area. Brainerd 
must also encourage other industries and businesses to locate in the city. 
Brainerd's future will be, as its past has been, closely associated with the 
condition of the Northern Pacific Railroad, Northwest Paper Company, re-
creational facilities, and other services which focalize upon this central Min-
nesota city. 
CONCLUSIONS: The study has been very selective in dealing with specific 
establishments. However, in many cases the study has generalized materials 
to illustrate significant patterns of man's utilization of the land in and about 
Brainerd. Much work can still be done on this city to portray its political, 
economic and social functions. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Robert H. Brown, Chairman; Dr. Donald L. 
Netzer 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1962 
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THE SAMPLE AREAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND 
EXEMPLARY AREAL UNITS FOR WORLD GEOGRAPHY 
by Lillian Annetta Dahl 
PROBLEM: World geography (according to the Minnesota State Course of 
Study) is a study too comprehensive to cover successfully in the eighth grade. 
Consequently, the type of program that would be an adequate alternative for 
this subject becomes the problem. 
PROCEDURE: In constructing this new methodology, the basic geographic 
principles, concepts and techniques are derived from three sources: world 
geography teaching experience; an analytical review of social science literature 
written by leading educators; and recent geography courses taken at St. Cloud 
State College, St. Cloud, Minnesota. 
An analysis of the social science literature conveyed these general trends 
of thinking: the geography program is out of date; present instruction has 
failed to impart the knowledge to adequately face present social problems; 
content has been continually added to the curriculum, overbalancing the in-
dividual's ability to assimilate the understandings within time and space; tech-
nological force is rapidly revolutionizing change and accelerating human pace; 
and constructive learning has been violated by repe titious drill of meaningless 
specifics and memoretic recall of isolated facts. 
Modern geography reveals new principles and concepts. First, geography 
(as defined by leaders in the field) is the functional organization of human 
occupance which is the outgrowth of human creativeness in a total setting of 
resources and culture in space and time. Second, geographers generally have 
tended to concentrate their studies on entire countries and continents. The main 
center of attention now is to concentrate on relatively smaller areal units within 
a country to analyze the areal functional organization from its smallest unit 
of occupance, a single establishment to its highest organized focal center in 
a particular region. This single unit approach facilitates easier learning and 
understanding-starting with the simple unit of organization and progressing 
to the more complex. Other teaching proposals advocated by leading educators 
are participation in: democratic practice, research work, problem solving and 
decision making. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Therefore, in the construction of th~ 
Sample Areal Research Methodology three primary teaching objectives were 
kept in mind: the principles and concepts of geography; a point of view, and 
a method of approach. First a systematic selection of diverse areal units 
throughout the world was made. Next the following pattern for the steps in 
the teaching procedure of the methodology was established: (1) motivation, 
(2) presentation of brief description of area, (3) analysis of the parts and details 
of the subject to gain insights and understandings, (4) guidance in learning pro-
cesses, (5) reinforcement of knowledge gained through varied repetitious tech-
niques and skills and (6) provisions for practical application of knowledge. 
This method of research involves the teaching of the following inform-
ation: a knowledge of the kinds of reference books and the techniques for 
handling them effectively, (2) the skills of note taking, story writing <tnd 
bibliography listing and (3) the knowledge of how to become constructive, in-
dependent workers, operating democratically. . 
In the final analysis this study prompts these conclusions: (1) the attempt 
to cover the Minnesota State Course of Study should be more selective, (2) 
research learning teaches the students the techniques of learning, (3) this 
methodology provides a realistic way of correlating many techniques and skills, 
integrating other fields of knowledge into the subject and incorporating all 
manner of relationships into a functionally organized process which will produce 
practical knowledge, (4) through this methodology more knowledge can be 
acquired in less time with more understanding. 
PROBLEMS: Before attempting to put this methodology into practice, it is 
advisable to consider these factors : 
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(1) It necessitates administrative approval. 
(2) Selective areas may be hard to defend. 
(3) It necessitates foresight in directing student learning. 
(4) It necessitates adequate facilities to function effectively. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Robert H. Brown, Chairman; Dr. Irvamae 
Applegate 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
HISTORY 
A COMPARISON OF SOME UNION ARMY CAMPAIGNS IN THE 
EAST AND WEST DURING THE CIVIL WAR 
by Donald A. Johnson 
PROBLEM: It is the purpose of this study to compare some of the Union 
Army campaigns in the East with those in the West. This comparison is to 
show that the campaigns in the West were the more significant ones because 
they really determined the outcome of the war. 
PROCEDURE: The procedure for carrying out this study was to consider 
in Chapter I the purpose of the paper, the importance of the study and the 
procedure for doing the work. Chapter II is a description of the campaigns 
of the principal Union Armies, their locations and development. Campaigns 
mentioned in Chapter II are elaborated on in Chapters III and IV. Chapter 
V is a general summary of the paper. 
FINDINGS: A summary of the findings is that the decisive effects of the 
Civil War really came from the West. With the control of the Mississippi River 
and capture of Chattanooga the Confederacy could hardly avoid defeat. The 
East was the focal point of the war. It was really a war for the two capitals 
which had good morale value, but little practical strategic value, when decisive 
operations of the war are considered. 
SUMMARY: In summary and conclusion I feel that perhaps more decisive 
action could have taken place in the East if it had not been so much in the 
public limelight and if the Union had not overrated the importance of Richmond. 
Some of the commanders of the eastern armies failed because they were not 
capable of high command but other commanders may have failed because 
they were under such pressure from Washington, D .C. They did not have the 
opportunities the western commanders received. The western generals were 
able to have more time learning how to fight the war. 
The geographical importance of the Mississippi River made the campaigns 
there important. Chattanooga with its railcenter and location as gateway to 
the South made its capture an important one. The East while receiving the 
most publicity actually played the minor role as far as strategic battles are 
concerned. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Edwin H . Cates, Chairman; Dr. James G. 
Harris 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
A STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF THE 
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA RAILROAD 
by Richard James Palmer 
PROBLEM: During the early 1850's there developed among the residents of 
southeastern Minnesota a great desire for a railroad. This paper will attempt to 
present the available data of this railroad. 
PROCEDURE: Material for this research has been collected from the Minnesota 
State Historical Library, Railway and Locomotive Historical Society, various 
county historical agencies, and the offices of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul 
and Pacific Railroad. 
FINDINGS: Plans for this railroad were first conceived by Thomas Stoddard, 
who, along with other businessmen of the area, hoped to build a railroad 
that would eventually reach the Pacific coast. Construction was begun in 1866, 
but the lack of money continued to plague the operations until the road was 
forced into bankruptcy in 1872. Reorganization and the addition of Eastern 
business and financial agents did not provide the necessary improvements. By 
1879, with only about three hundred miles of line in service, negotiations were 
begun to sell the railroad. Early in 1880 the company was bought out by the 
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railroad. 
SUMMARY: This railroad failed to carry out the dreams of its founders 
because of the lack of money. The nation's financial turbulences of this period 
are reflected in the activity of this railroad. It appears that the men associated 
with the road were honest and hard working in their efforts, but they lacked 
the financial genius necessary to develop a rail empire. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. James G. Harris, Chairman; Dr. Calvin W. 
Gower 
DATE OF COMPLETION: June 1962 
A HISTORICAL STUDY OF ISLAMIC AND JUDIAC 
INFLUENCES ON THE PALESTINE QUESTION 
by Beatrice Louise Paulson 
PROBLEM: An attempt is made in this study to sift the factors which. have 
influenced the Jews and the Arabs in their respective struggles to control the 
area of Palestine now designated as Israel, and to isolate those factors derived 
from Islam and Judaism. 
PROCEDURE: The histories of both Arabs and Jews were studied, particularly 
with reference to the effects upon those histories of Islam and Judaism. Islamic 
and Judaic doctrines were studied with a view to determining what effect these 
doctrines had upon the development of nationalism in both peoples. The personal 
philosophies of Arab and Jewish leaders were noted as well as the sentiments 
of the masses with relation to their religious beliefs and their national as-
pirations. Writings on nationalism in general and Middle Eastern nationalism 
were read in an effort to determine whether Eastern nationalism is simply an 
extension of Western nationalism or if it has a different character due to the 
religious faiths of Eastern peoples. 
FINDINGS: It was found that both Islam and Judaism had prominent roles 
in the development of the nationalistic impulses of their adherents; and the 
Arab and Jew, while they were impelled toward national goals by W estern 
nationalistic movements , both drew deeply from their respective cultures to 
move the masses toward a realization of their national potentialities. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The Jews, whose culture is based upon 
their religious origins, have been greatly influenced, during the two thousand 
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years of exile, by Western civilization, while the Arabs have existed in the 
backwaters of Western culture and have remained essentially an Oriental 
people. They resent the West and view the westernization of their Semitic 
cousins with disfavor. Yet, the first Jewish immigrants to Palestine were wel-
comed and rapprochement seemed possible until the Jews threatened to become 
a majority in the land. In view of the suffering endured by the Jews, which 
derived from their minority status in alien lands, they cannot conceive of a 
homeland in which they would again be a minority. The Arabs are proud of 
their Islamic heritage and feel that Islam has an important contribution to 
make to world culture, particularly Western culture. They envision a renascent 
unified Arab world within which an autonomous non-Arab state is unthinkable. 
The two attitudes are incompatible and the dilemma cannot be resolved short 
of a new understanding of the function of a state based upon mutual welfare 
of its people rather than the advancement of a particular culture. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Marjorie J. Morse, Chairman; Dr. Donald L. 
Netzer 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS\ 
DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
COURSE OFFERINGS IN MINNESOTA 
by Gerald J. Adamic 
PROBLEM: The purpose of the study was to determine (1) the extent of 
change the industrial arts curriculum has undergone in the past twenty years; 
(2) what factors caused the changes; (3) what new courses have been added; 
(4) which courses have been dropped; and (5) to see what the trends were in 
industrial arts education. 
PROCEDURE: The annual industrial arts reports from each school in the 
state of Minnesota were tabulated as to (1) the courses offered; (2) the grade 
level the courses were offered; and (3) the year or years the course was offered. 
The number of school shops was also tabulated for each year. The results of 
the tabulations are shown in the figures and explained in the text of the 
paper. 
FINDINGS: The number of industrial arts school shops increased rapidly 
from 261 in 1937-38 to 415 in 1955-56. World War II affected the progress 
from 1941 until 1944 when the number of school shops dropped to 239. 
The State Department of Education Bulletin Number 13 on curriculum 
recommendations for Industrial Arts had a definite effect on the course offerings 
of the school shops in the state. 
Some courses were short lived. Some gained steadily in offering and 
continued to climb during the time covered in the study. The reasons for the 
increases and decreases in course offerings were largely due to the change in 
industrial materials and the need for more workmen with a basic understanding 
of the care and use of tools, and a pride of workmanship. 
Industrial arts became more a part of general education during this period. 
Shop courses gave the student a chance to experiment in many phases of in-
dustrial work. They also provided an opportunity for the student to work with 
various kinds of materials and tools related to that particular kind of work. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The course offerings for each grade 
level (7 through 12) showed an increase through the period 1937 through 1956. 
The factors that influenced this increase were brought about for several reasons. 
The concept that industrial arts is a part of general education played an im-
portant role. The request by industry for workers with a better background 
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of general knowledge of industrial work made many changes in the course 
offerings. With the shorter work week, workers' needs changed in that they 
needed some training in their avocational interest. The public demands played 
an important part in the kind of course offerings that should be offered. The 
State Department of Education's Curriculum Bulletin Number 13 had a far 
reaching effect on the course offerings by all the school shops in the state of 
Minnesota. The minimum standards set up in Curriculum Bulletin Number 13 
helped to establish a firm foundation on which to build a good program. 
Another study of this nature in the near future would be of interest to 
see what changes would have taken place in our ever changing industrial world. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Raymond H. Larson, Chairman; Dr. Charles 
W. Emery 
DATE OF COMPLETION: May 1962 
THE HISTORY OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM 
OF SAINT CLOUD STATE COLLEGE FROM 1901 TO 1962 
by Virge! L. Collins 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study is to trace the history of the industrial 
arts program at St. Cloud State College and to determine the factors that have 
influenced its growth up to the present time. 
PROCEDURE: The data for the compilation of this report were gathered by 
research through back issues of the college yearbook, the college newspaper, 
college catalogs, state publications, general state laws, periodicals, and books 
pertaining to the subject of industrial arts. Personal interviews with people 
who were related to the program through most of its history were invaluable as 
sources of information. 
SUMMARY: Many things have influenced the program of industrial arts at 
St. Cloud State College during the process of its growth. These influences have 
been the trends in American society, economic variations in our federal and 
state governments, trends in American education, state policy regarding in-
dustrial education, and the men who have guided the program. 
The program began in 1901 under George G. Greene and was a type of 
handcraft program for the enrichment of elementary teachers. It continued 
unchanged under the leadership of George LeVesconte until 1907 when 
Leonard A. Williams came to St. Cloud. The program then developed greatly 
because of the demand for manual training teachers which resulted from the 
rapid growth of manual training departments in Minnesota. Industrial arts 
then became a man's field at the college. A decrease in enrollment in the 
department was experienced during the 1930's. 
After Williams' death in December of 1934, John J. Weismann became 
head of the Industrial Arts Department and served for two years in this 
position. During this time the program emphasis changed from hand work 
to the use of machines. 
Roland M. Torgerson became head of the department in 1937. Shortly 
after his arrival, the shop was almost completely reorganized, new courses in-
troduced, and some new equipment obtained. 
World War II drasticallv curtailed the program by cutting the enrollment 
of industrial arts students. During this period from 1942 to 1945, Perry G. 
Rawland, served as acting head of the department. He assisted with the 
National Youth Administration program on campus which trained defense 
workers. Time was also devoted to improvement of the industrial arts program 
at Riverview. 
The year 1946 brought a sudden flood of students that caught the de-
partment unprepared despite preparations that had been made. Ravmond H . 
Larson returned from military service to his position as head of the department 
at that time. Through much time spent planning and reorganizing the program, 
the problems were met by Larson and Rawland. A better and much larger shop 
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in the new Stewart Hall helped to meet the increased enrollment. New and 
better facilities for the department will be available in January of 1963, and 
should further increase the value of the industrial arts program at St. Cloud. 
In 1948 the department broadened its curriculum by including in the 
program a non-teaching major which was changed to an industrial technology 
program in 1958. 
CONCLUSION: The industrial arts staff has progressively grown with the 
increased demands in the field of industrial arts education. The program 
offered by the department has been continually revised and improved in order 
to stay current with our industrial society. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Raymond H . Larson, Chairman; Dr. Calvin 
W. Gower 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF ST. CLOUD STATE COLLEGE 
GRADUATES WITH A MAJOR IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS, 1946- 1959 
by George Sylvester Mergen 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was (1) to obtain information con-
cerning the social, professional, and educational status of St. Cloud State 
College graduates with majors in industrial arts; (2) to secure, from these 
graduates an evaluation as to the effectiveness of the preparation they received ; 
and (3) to acquire opinions concerning issues relevant to industrial arts educ-
ation. -
PROCEDURE: A survey of the literature was made to determine the need 
for follow-up studies in education. A second survey of similar studies was con-
ducted in order to obtain a perspective concerning follow-up studies in the 
area of industrial arts. 
A second method of study, the normative survey and its instrument the 
questionnaire, was ·used to administer the follow-up study. 
FINDINGS: Questionnaires were mailed to 220 graduates of St. Cloud State 
who obtained majors in industrial arts between 1946 and 1959 inclusive. Com-
pleted forms were returned by 150, or 68.1 per cent, of the graduates. While 
78:3 per cent of the respondents were in the field of education, 68.3 per cent 
were employed as industrial arts teachers. 
Fifty ·three per cent of the respondents had completed, or were actively 
engaged in, graduate study. 
The College placement bureau was credited by the respondents as having 
assisted in the placement of 64 per cent of the graduates to their first positions. 
An inquiry into the graduates' teaching status revealed that 43.6 per cent 
were employed in the junior-senior type high school. Thirty per cent were 
employed in schools with a one-teacher department. Sixty three per cent were 
employed specifically as industrial arts teachers. The area taught most frequently 
by the respondents was woodwork which was followed by metalwork and 
drawing. 
By their responses, 90 per -cent of the non-teaching respondents judged 
their industrial arts education a valuable general preparation for the types of 
employment in which- they were engaged. 
The respondents were asked to indicate the factor which gave them most 
concern as a beginning teach er. The factor "selecting· applicable and suitable 
projects" was· considered as most significant by more respondents than any 
other item . 
A dissatisfaction with their minor field of preparation was voiced by 26.2 
per ·cent of the Tesponding ·teachers. No graduate with a minor in mathematics 
voiced dissatisfaction . In addition, this subject was selected as the most appro-
priate companion ·minor by· 40 per cent of those respondents who voiced dis-
satisfaction with their minor field. 
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A suggestion requmng a one-year interneship for the embryo industrial 
arts teacher was met with mixed emotions. While 46.7 per cent generally 
approved, 39.8 percent were in opposition. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: The cooperative effort on 
the part of the graduates indicates they are genuinely interested in the im-
provement of industrial arts at St. Cloud State and throughout the profession. 
Companion majors and minors in the fields of mathematics and science 
and fine arts are considered the most appropriate for industrial arts majors by 
experienced teachers. 
An examination of the study by the Industrial Arts Curriculum Committee 
may help in the determination of future curriculum revisions. 
The fact that a great majority of the graduates are entering the profession 
for which they were prepared is an indication that the primary objective of 
the D epartment is being met. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Raymond H. Larson, Chairman; Dr. Roland 
A. Vandell 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
THE FUNCTION AND APPLICATION OF THE ELECTRONIC 
TRANSISTOR IN THE HIGH 
SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM 
by Herbert William Schneider 
The electronic transistor is a relatively new device. It has started to 
overtake the vacuum tube in uses and in production. The use of the transistor 
has increased to the point that it is actually a giant in the industrial world 
today. If our Industrial Arts program in the high school is to keep abreast with 
the various areas of industry, we must not slight or neglect teaching about the 
transistor. 
PROBLEM AND PROCEDURE: The author has reviewed much scientific 
literature and presented this information in layman's terms to state the function 
and application of the transistor in industry. He has then set up an actual high 
school teaching unit based on the practical use of the transistor. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: It is the author's view that 
this high school teaching unit on the transistor is greatly needed. It has proved 
to be satisfactory and of special value in one- and two-man Industrial Arts shops 
where the teacher often has not had the advantage of much electrical and 
radio training while in college. 
Because of the transistor's importance in industry, industrial arts teachers 
must include teaching about this area of industry as they have included the older 
and more common areas of industry in the past. The author's contribution to 
the field is his simple teaching unit to be used as a guide for anyone not 
having much background in electricity and radio. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Raymond H. Larson, Chairman; Dr. Perry G. 
Raw land 




s,. Cloud, Miooesole 
MATHEMATICS 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE OFFERINGS AND ENROLLMENTS 
IN HIGHER MATHEMATICS COURSES IN THE PUBLIC HIGH 
SCHOOLS OF MINNESOTA 1954-55 AND 1959-60 
by La rry Douglas Larson 
PROBLEM: The problem to be explored is whether or not high school 
students in Minnesota public high schools are enrolled in higher mathematics 
classes in sufficient numbers to warrant a change in the mathematics curriculum 
at the college level. 
PROCEDURE: The data for this study were obtained from the State Depart-
ment of Education records. The Teacher Qualification Report and the Annual 
Report of School Administrator were the primary sources of information. W hen 
the records were incomplete the writer sent a questionnaire to the school from 
which information was needed. The data were tabulated, studied, and written 
up in table form. 
FINDINGS: The findings showed that during the five year period of the 
study, mathematics offerings and enrollments in advanced mathematics rose 
sharply. The number of schools offering each mathematics course, with the 
exception of general mathematics, also showed an increase. As school population 
increased, the mathematics curriculum became more varied. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION. Minnesota public high school students en-
rolled in mathematics classes in a larger per cent in 1959-60 than in 1954-55. 
The per cent of all students in mathematics classes compared with total school 
enrollment during this time rose from 44 per cent to 53 per cent. The per cent 
of higher mathematics students increased from 6 per cent of all high school 
students to 12 per cent of all high school students. The number of mathematics 
courses increased from an average of three per school in 1954-55 to four per 
school in 1959-60. 
The increase in offerings and enrollments in advanced mathematics classes 
in Minnesota public high schools led the investigator to the conclusion that the 
new alternative mathematics programs in mathematics to be initiated at St. 
Cloud State College in the fall of 1961 are warranted . 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: D r. R. C. Anderson, Chairman; Dr. Roland A. 
Yandell 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
A COMPARISON OF THE ATHLETIC COSTS AND METHODS OF 
FINANCE OF THE ATHLETIC PROGRAMS OF 
CERTAIN SELECTED SCHOOLS IN MINNESOTA 
by M elvin M . Fisher 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study is to give an analysis of the cost 
and methods of financing interscholastic athletics in selected schools in 
Minnesota. It may be expanded into the following points; (1) to determine the 
cost of athletics in the high schools included in this study; (2) to determine 
how athletics are financed in these high schools; (3) to compare costs of various 
types of sports included in the interscholastic athletic program. 
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PROCEDURE: The method used to gather data for this study was the 
questionnaire. A stratified random sampling of two schools from each district 
in the Minnesota State High School League, with the exception of Districts 15 
and 17 was used . The schools chosen for this study had an enrollment between 
300 and 650 students. 
FINDINGS: Twenty-one of the forty-one participating schools set up an 
athletic budget, and the majority of all schools based equipment purchase 
on need. 
In some schools, the athletic department is required to (1) support the 
summer recreation program; (2) provide medical supplies and insurance; 
(3) furnish towels for physical education classes and intramural programs; (4) 
purchase cheerleaders uniforms. 
The schools used many different ways to finance the athletic program. 
Methods used were: (1 ) athletic receipts supplemented by the school district; 
(2) athletic receipts; (3) athletic receipts, activity ticket and school district; 
(4) athletic receipts and activity ticket (5) athletic receipts, activity ticket and 
carnival; (6) athletic receipts, school district and carnival; (7) activity ticket 
and school district. 
When there is a deficit in the athletic budget, the school district usually 
financed the remaining athletic events. 
The school administrators favored one person responsible for the purchase 
of athletic equipment. 
The schools with larger enrollments offered a greater variety of athletic 
events. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS : l. In terms of major budget items, senior 
high school athletics received the greatest amount of money, while the elemen-
tary athletic program received the least amount of money. 
2. Footwear was furnished, by the majority of the schools in the study, 
for football and track, but students had to furnish their own for other ath-
letic events. 
3 . The majority of the persons answering the questionnaire favored the 
plan in which the school district would finance the athletic program. 
4. Over one-half of the schools paid for the physical examination of the 
athletes. 
5. Over three-fourths of the schools require the athletes to pay for their 
own insurance policy. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. John D. Kasper, Chairman; Dr. George Serdula 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
COACHING HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL 
IN CENTRAL MINNESOTA 
by Peter Mathew Herges 
PROBLEM: The problem to be explored is an attempt to construct a practical 
guide of fundamentals that Central Minnesota baseball coaches, including the 
writer, will be able to use to improve their coaching of high school baseball. 
PROCEDURE: The data for this study were obtained from a check-type 
questionnaire that the writer sent to twenty-four Central Minnesota high school 
baseball coaches. E ach coach rated the information on drills and skills, listed 
in the questionnaire, as basic, practical or impractical for their coaching in 
this area. A fourth column listed was to be checked if the coach used the drill 
that was illustrated in his coaching at the present time. The writer tallied the 
returns to find the drills and information that carried the majority vote or 
more. These points were the most important to the writer in constructing the 
thesis. 
FINDINGS: The general findings showed that many items listed in current 
books for coaching high school baseball are not widely ·accepted by baseball 
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coaches in this area. This point was very evident when only 175 items out of 
350 listed in the questionnaire were checked by the majority of twenty-four 
coaches as items they used at the present time in their coaching. 
Another major generalization of the findings was that more time in coach-
ing baseball in this area is spent on the offensive rather than the defensive 
phase of the game. The statistics gathered showed 55.5% of the time was spent 
on offense and 44.5% on defense. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: It is the belief of the writer that the cur-
tailed high school baseball season in this area greatly affects the coaching plans 
and techniques of the coaches. Because of the short outdoor season in the 
spring, many drills and much information is discarded or not used . These drills 
would be used if time were available. The major task of high school baseball 
coaches of this area is, therefore, to minimize the items to be taught without 
restricting the caliber of play. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. John D . Kasper, Chairman; Dr. Albert F. 
Brainard 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
A CINEMATOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF FOOTBALL OFFENSIVE 
SUCCESS USING THE DEFENSIVE NO. 3 MAN 
AS THE DETERMINANT 
by Donald Richard Nylund 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to investigate the success of foot-
ball offensive running plays in relation to the position of the defensive No. 3 
man. 
PROCEDURE: Approximately forty high school football coaches in the state 
of Minnesota were contacted to send a football game film to the investigator in 
order to carry out this study. They were asked to send a game film played 
in the last five years, between two T -formation teams, and a game where the 
two teams were evenly matched, to keep the validity of the study as high as 
possible. Twelve game films were received of which ten were used in this 
study. A check list form was used to tabulate the data as each play was 
analyzed. The categories tabulated on the check list sheet were as follows: 
winning team; losing team; tie game; prior faking; no prior faking; faking after 
hand-off; touchdowns; potential touchdowns; success versus defensive weak-
ness; success versus defensive strength and reasons; unsuccessful ~ersus 
defensive strength; unsuccessful versus defensive weakness and reasons . A 
successful play was a four yard gain or more in this study and a potential 
touchdown was a ten yard gain or more. The location of the defensive No. 3 
man determined the areas of defensive strength and weakness. If the de-
fensive No. 3 man was inside the offensive end the defense was considered 
strong inside and weak outside. If the defensive No. 3 man was head-up or 
outside the offensive end the defense was considered strong outside and weak 
inside. The total results of the findings will attempt to reveal consistency 
percentages in terms of successfulness or unsuccessfulness, using the de-
fensive No. 3 man as the single determinant in defensive recognition. 
FINDINGS: The process of analysis and interpretation took the form of 
summary tables of statistics of all the games analyzed. From the totals in 
the tables a percentage of consistency of success was obtained from each 
category analyzed. The total number of offensive plays analyzed in the 
study was 529. They had an average play consistency of 54%. Plays versus 
defensive weakness were successful from 18% to as much as 35% more than 
versus defensive strength. Plays with no prior faking versus defensive strength 
had the lowest consistency of 29%. Plays with faking after hand-off versus 
defensive weakness had the highest consistency of 71%. The general im-
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plications of the data tend to · reveal that offensive plays directed at the area 
of defensive weakness will produce higher play consistency than those directed 
at the area of defensive strength. The findings tend to indicate the defensive 
No. 3 man can be used as the single determinant of defensive strength and 
weakness areas. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The purpose of this study was to in-
vestigate the success of football offensive running plays in relation to the 
position of the defensive No. 3 man. 
The specific problems were as follows : 
I. To analyze, categorize, and tabulate each offensive running play ac-
cording to: 
A. Success versus defensive weakness. 
B. Success versus defensive strength and reasons. 
C. Failure versus defensive strength. 
D. Failure versus defensive weakness and reasons. 
E. Plays by winning team. 
F. Plays by losing team. 
G. Prior faking. 
H. No prior faking. 
I. Faking after hand-off. 
J. Touchdowns. 
K. Potential touchdowns. 
II. To reveal the feasibility of using the defensive No. 3 man to determine 
the areas of defensive strength and weakness. 
Ten T-formation high school football game films were analyzed. A check 
list form was constructed and used to tabulate data as each film was analyzed. 
The following steps were used in analyzing the film: 
1. Locate the defensive No. 3 man. 
2. Determine if defensive No. 3 man is inside, head-up, or outside offensive 
end. 
3. Determine if defense is strong outside or inside offensive end, accord-
ing to location of defensive No. 3 man. 
4. Using the check list sheet, the objectives of the study were tabulated 
for each offensive play that was analyzed. 
Within the limitations of this study, the findings seem to warrant the 
following conclusions: 
1. Evidence presented in this study tends to indicate that the defensive 
No. 3 man can be used as the single determinant of defensive strength and 
weakness areas. 
2. Plays versus defensive weakness were successful from 18% to 35% 
more than plays versus defensive strength. 
3. The major factor causing success or failure of an offensive running 
play is whether the play is hitting the defensive strength or defensive weak-
ness area. 
4. Plays with no prior faking versus defensive strength had the lowest 
consistency of 29%. 
5. Plays with faking after hand-off versus defensive weakness had the 
highest consistency of 71%. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. George Serdula, Chairman; Dr. John D. Kasper 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
AN EVALUATION OF THE RECREATION PROGRAM 
OF GLENWOOD, MINNESOTA 
by David A. Schramm 
PROBLEM: The major purpose of this study was to evaluate the present 
recreation program of Glenwood, Minnesota, and to propose possible future 
changes for the improvement of the program. 
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To attain this objective it was necessary to: 
l. Compare and evaluate the present recreational program and facilities 
of Glenwood with standards set U:Q by the National Recreation Association. 
2. Question the youth and adults of the city regarding the place of re-
creation in acoordance with the needs and desires of the citizens. 
3. Determine the need for expansion, revision, and reorganization of 
the present program on the basis of the evaluation and survey results. 
PROCEDURES: The Schedule For The Appraisal of Community Recreation, 
accompanied by the scoring sheets published by the National Recreation As-
sociation was used to evaluate the program. The strengths and weaknesses of 
the present recreational program were determined by the use of this schedule. 
The two recreational questionnaires formerly used by the Youth Com-
mission of the State of Minnesota were used to question the youth and adults 
of Glenwood about their needs and desires in recreation. 
All of the youth in the first, seventh, tenth, and twelfth grades of Glenwood 
Public Schools were surveyed. One hundred forty-four, or seventy-two per 
cent of 200 adults surveyed, returned the Adult Attitude Questionnaire. 
FINDINGS: The evaluation schedule results revealed that Glenwood's total 
recreation program was being operated at only forty-three per cent of its 
possible potential. 
Glenwood does have adequate land and water areas for recreation, ac-
cording to national standards. The majority of the adults surveyed believed 
that the recreation facilities for the youth and the recreational opportunities 
for the adults were either very good or fairly good. 
There was a definite lack of recreational leadership provided for the youth 
of Glenwood. The only organized recreation activities were the swimming and 
baseball programs. 
The city was spending one-third of the amount it should have spent for 
recreation, according to national standards. Forty-two per cent of the adults 
surveyed would be willing to pay more taxes for recreation, twenty-four per 
cent were against more taxes for recreation, and thirty-four per cent were 
undecided or did not answer this taxation question. 
The use of public buildings for recreational purposes should be provided 
by the city. So said eighty-two per cent of the adult r espondents. 
Each organization sponsoring recreation administered its portion of the 
program independently on a year-to-year basis. 
Watching television was the leisure time activity most popular with the 
youth in the first, seventh and tenth grades. The seniors listed auto riding 
most often, and the women favored reading books, magazines, and newspapers. 
Lake Minnewaska was the major sports area for the youth of Glenwood. 
Summer fishing for the first grade and swimming for the seventh, tenth, and 
twelfth grades were the most popular sports choices. Hunting and fishing for 
the men and basketball, bowling, and golf for the women were the sports 
listed most frequently by the adults. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: l. The present program should be studied 
by the City Council. Improvements should be made by the joint effort of the 
City Council and the organizations now sponsoring recreation. 
2. Summer recreational leadership should be provided for more activities 
than the baseball and swimming programs. 
3. A working arrangement should be made with the school board to pro-
vide the regular use of the indoors facilities now available at the school. 
4. A re-allocation or new money source such as an initiative tax would 
provide should be presented for recreational purposes. 
5. A suitable bathing house should be erected at the swimming beach. 
The nets and fencing on the tennis courts should be replaced or repaired. 
The recreational area on the south side of town should be developed. 
6. A Recreation Council should be organized in the near future. 
7. A long-range plan for recreation should be formulated by the Recreation 
Council. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. George Serdula, Chairman; Dr. Frances A. 
Bleick 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
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ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR THE 
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED BOY IN 
MINNESOTA SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
by Daniel Glen Smith 
PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this study (1) to determine the status of 
the physically handicapped boy in physical education classes in Minnesota 
secondary public schools; (2) to determine whether physical educators feel that 
there is a need for adapted physical education programs in our state's public 
schools; (3) to determine whether there is a need for closer association between 
school administrators, physical educators, parents, and physicians in the total 
education of the physically handicapped; and (4) to present activities which 
may be readily adapted to the physically handicapped and which may be used 
extensively in the state of Minnesota. 
PROCEDURE: In conjunction with the library-centered style of research, the 
survey method using the questionnaire was utilized to obtain related inform-
ation. The objective of using the mail-type survey was to determine whether 
selected schools in the state of Minnesota could provide data relative to the 
subject of the adapted physical education program which would be of value 
to this paper. Two-hundred schools were selected at random. From this total, 
130 schools responded. 
FINDINGS: Eighty-five per cent of the schools included in the survey had 
physically handicapped boys enrolled. But only four per cent of these schools 
pmvided some type of special adapted physical education program. There is no 
typical method of dealing with the physically handicapped boy enrolled in the 
regular physical education classes. He may or may not receive a grade, de-
pending upon the school he attends. In the schools which did grade the handi-
capped boy, the criteria for the grade varied. In thirty-eight per cent of the 
schools the atypical boy was required to take a performance test, but in the 
remaining schools this was not required. Less than half of the schools (thirty-
two per cent) assigned the handicapped boy suecial work in physical education. 
Twenty-seven per cent of the schools excused the boy and sent him to study 
hall. The size of the schools played no significant role in the handling of the 
atypical boys. 
A majority of the physical education instructors believed that adapted 
physical education is a worthy program. They also indicated that they did not 
feel adequately prepared to teach such an adapted program. 
The schools included in the survey are cooperating with the medical pro-
fession in the granting of excuses from participation in physical education. 
This cooperation exists also in the selection of activities which may be adapted 
for the individual's handicap. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: This study indicates the evidence of a 
definite need for well-organized programs to minister to the needs of the 
physically handicapped boy in physical education in Minnesota public schools. 
Adapted physical education programs for the handicapped should be ad-
ministrated through the cooperation of the physician, the parents, the school 
administrators, and the physical educators. 
The atypical boy's participation in special activities adapted to his handicap 
should be permitted only on a physician's recommendation and guidance. 
Through his participation in this program, the atypical boy may learn 
physical skills , develop organic power, and make gains in personal and social 
adjustment. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. George Serdula, Chairman; Dr. John D. Kasper 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1961 
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SCIENCE 
A SURVEY OF THE BIRD POPULATION IN KENDALL MARSH 
MISSION BAY, SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 
by James John Ederer 
PROBLEM: The purposes of this study are: (I) to ascertain the species of 
birds inhabiting Kendall Marsh at different times of the year, (2) to obtain 
evidence of the approximate number of resident and migratory birds inhabiting 
Kendall Marsh, (3) to indicate some of the effects of ecological factors upon 
the numbers and kinds of birds in Kendall Marsh, and (4) to determine the 
value of Kendall Marsh as a wildlife refuge. 
PROCEDURE: Between September 25, 1961 and April 25, 1962, the author 
completed sixty field trips to Kendall Marsh. An attempt was made to schedule 
two trips per week. One trip during the week in the afternoon and one trip 
on the weekend in the morning. Each species of birds was counted individually 
except in the cases of large flocks and then estimates were made. The author 
used 7 x 50 binoculars and a 30X spotting scope for observations. A minota 
35mm camera was used to make all the photographs for the project. Records 
were kept on the environmental factors that might effect the bird population. 
Physical factors such as tides, atmospheric temperatures, cloud conditions, wind 
velocity, and visibility were recorded. Permission to make this study was obtained 
from Dr. Carl Hubbs of the Scripps Institue of Oceanography. Dr. Hubbs is 
the director of the marsh for the University of California. The author found 
that there is only one gate for entrance and Dr. Hubbs was the only individual 
with the combination to the lock. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: A total of 3462 birds was recorded during 
this study. The total population represented thirty-eight species of birds. The 
greatest density in the population occurred during the first three months of 
the study. A definite decrease in the bird population began after the first of 
the year. Three different species had a hundred percent frequency during the 
study. They were the California clapper rail, the western willet, and the long-
billed dowitcher. The weather conditions had no apparent effect on the bird 
population. The two significant factors that appeared to effect the birds were 
the human activities and the tidal changes. Whenever people were present in 
the area the number of birds was very low. A tide of plus three feet would 
cover the mud flats bordering the marsh preventing the smaller birds from 
remaining in the area. When tide was over plus three feet the marsh would be 
flooded and this prevented the smaller birds fwm remaining there. The author 
feels that this study has shown a need for further study with concentration in 
the area of type of food that is available, nesting conditions, and the relation-
ship of the vegetation to the animal life. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Max L. Partch, Chairman; Dr. Harry H . 
Goehring 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
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SOCIAl SCIENCE 
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY TO DETERMINE TO WHAT EXTENT 
THE METHODOLOGY OF SCIENCE IS ACCEPTED BY 
STUDENTS AS A METHOD FOR STUDYING 
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL PHENOMENA 
by Alma Bargabus 
PROBLEM: It is the purpose of this study to determine to what extent the 
methodology of science is recognized and used by students as their frame of 
reference. It is also to be determined whether there is any significant difference 
in the understanding and use of this scientific methodology by those students 
who are majoring in social science, those who are majoring in science, and 
those who are majoring in other areas. 
PROCEDURE: Stimulus material was designed to approximate the kind of 
classroom situation to which students are accustomed and was in the form of 
three taped '1ectures" given by a person representing himself as Dr. Larson. 
The three taped '1ectures" presented varying points of view with respect to 
the applicability of scientific methodology to social phenomena. The '1ectures" 
were followed by an open-end statement in which students were asked to 
express their opinion of Dr. Larson's ideas and eight directed statements where 
students had a choice of three alternate responses. Student responses to the 
three forms would then provide data for comparison. Two sections of general 
education courses were tested with each taned lecture and included majors 
in social science. science, and other areas. Respondents were categorized ac-
cording to specific controls such as majors, age, religious preference, parental 
educational level, and year in college. 
FINDINGS: It was found that there was a marked tendency on the part of 
all students used in this study to move in the direction of a high degree of 
agreement with the frame of reference of science and the aPplicability of the 
methodology of science as applied to social phenomena. When the responses 
of the three grouos were analyzed it was found that social science maiors, 
although thev evidenced high agreement that scientific methodology could be 
nsed in studying social phenomena, tended to qualify their agreement to a 
degree. Science majors tended to agree mon~ than either social science or other 
maiors. Other majors, although they tended to agree displayed the most un-
certainty in their responses and there was also a significant minority within this 
group which tended toward a high degree of agreement with a frame of refer-
ence which either strongly qualified the applicability of scientific methodology 
as apolied to social phenomena or which rejected this idea completely. 
Religious identification did not appear to have a significant relationship 
to this issue but educational level of narents did indicatA some degree of as-
sociation, the higher this edncational level the greater the probability of ac-
ceptance of scientific methodology. 
CONCLUSIONS: The present educational program may offer a partial ex-
planation for the tendency disolayed bv students to accept scientific methodology 
and its applicability to soci ~l and cultural phenomena since they are exposed 
to this methodolo~ in both general and specialized courses. It is indicated, 
however, that social science and other maiors would benefit from further 
development of the ideas in scientific methodology, both in textbooks and in 
the classroom. A course in methodology for enrichment of a social science major 
was recommended. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. H. P. Lohrman, Chairman; Dr. Ralph S. 
Holloway 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1961 
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THE ROLE OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT IN 
THE EISENHOWER AND KENNEDY ADMINISTRATIONS 
by David Allan Christiansen 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determine whether the Vice-
Presidency is finally attaining a measure of prestige in accordance with its 
Constitutional rank as the second-highest office in the United States Govern-
ment. An evaluation of the recent growth of the Vice-Presidency required an 
assessment of its stature during the Eisenhower Administration and the first 
two years of the Kennedy Administration. · 
PROCEDURE : The Introductory Chapter analyzes some of the important 
ramifications involving the Vice-Presidency which have multiplied from its con-
ception at the Constitutional Convention up until the present time. The succeed-
ing chapters examine the role of the Vice-President as it evolved through the 
Eisenhower and Kennedy Administrations. Analysis and research was directed 
toward those areas in Government in which the Vice-President has been deleg-
ated prerogatives and also those which would add prestige and influence to the 
office. The policies of both the Eisenhower .and Kennedy administrations re-
garding the status of the vice-presidency limited comparison by virtue of their 
similarity. 
FINDINGS: Through the efforts of Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy, and 
other recent Chief Executives, the Vice-Presidency has gained new dimensions 
of influence and prestige. There seems to be a distinct trend to nominate Vice-
Presidential candidates for their presidential caliber rather than the balance 
they might lend to the ticket. The Vice-President has been placed in charge 
of many promising prestige-making functions in the Executive Branch at the 
expense of his duties in the Senate. Some of the administrative and ceremonial 
burdens of the presidency could easily be shifted to the Vice-President. There 
'is little danger that a strengthened Vice-President could ever challenge or usurp 
the power of the presidency, if the President would retain adequate Consti-
tutional guarantees. 
The Vice-President now has access to information dealing with all phases 
of foreign and domestic policies of the goverm:ilent, ·and is well-schooled in 
the methods of statecraft. Should the President ever be fatally stricken again 
while in office, in all likelihood a knowledgeable and able Vice-President would 
be ready to take over. However, if the President is disabled, an efficient and 
legal means to 'transfer power to the Vice-President has not yet been resolved . 
This could prove to be of incalculable harm to the United States, particularly 
in time of war or impending war. 
CONCLUSION: The United States can no longer afford the luxury of releg-
ating the Vice-President to an insignificant role in the government. The Vice-
President has the potential of becoming a valuable and necessary asset to the 
country; and to the President in particular. 
The Vice-Presidency has grown in stature . and importance under the ad-
ministrations of Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy. The ratification of a 
Constitutional Amendment will be necessary, however, before the Vice-Presi-
dency can fulfill the potential of the office. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Ronald G .. Riggs, Chairman; Dr. James W. 
Davis 
pATE OF COMPLETION: March 1963 
ATTITUDES OF A SENIOR · HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES 
CLASS TOWARD CERTAIN MINORITY GROUPS 
by Robert James Rader 
PROB.LEM: It was the purpose of this study to (I ) analyze the attitudes 
held by students at Battle Lake High School · toward the Negro, Catholic and 
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Jew; (2) determine what kinds and amounts of prejudice toward the minority 
groups are held; (3) determine if kinds and amounts of prejudice are related 
to the criteria of sex, major faiths, and race, and (4) gain insight in planning 
a unit of study on minority problems. 
PROCEDURE: The data for this study were secured from replies to a 
questionnaire administered to students during the 1955-56, 1956-57, and 1957-
58 school years. Identical questions were asked about each of the three minority 
groups for comparative study purposes. Interpretation of student reaction was 
made according to the percent of responses to the individual items in the 
questionnaire after the replies were tabulated and analyzed. An examination 
and comparative study was made of other pertinent attitude surveys. 
FINDINGS: The findings of this study are as follows : 
A. The students conformed to the general American pattern of preference 
by preferring the Jew to the Negro, in most instances, and showed the least 
amount of prejudice toward the Catholic. 
B. An average 20.8 percent response was shown by students against the 
Negro; 13.1 and 8.03 percent average responses were indicated against the 
Jew and Catholic, respectively. 
C. Racial prejudice was dominant over religious prejudice. 
D. It was evidenced that the greater the degree of possible intimacy of 
relationship between respondents and the minority groups, the greater the 
social distance and unwillingness on the part of students to partake in the 
more intimate relationships. 
E. F emale students were generally less prejudiced toward the Catholic 
and Jew, while showing a slightly higher prejudiced response toward the Negro. 
F . Religion was found to be a factor affecting attitude toward a minority 
group since some prejudice was shown against the religious groups included in 
the study. No significant difference was found in the attitude of Catholic and 
Protestant students toward the Jew or Negro. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: An analysis of the questionnaire data 
reveals a significant amount of preconceived judgment against the Negro; Jew, 
and Catholic, ranging in amounts according to that respective order ; however, 
the intensity of prejudice, generally, does not seem to differ markedly with 
evidences produced in other comparative studies that this investigator has 
encountered. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. H. P. Lohrman, Chairman; Dr. Harold Lieber-
man 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
SPEECH 
A STUDY OF FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE DIRECTION 
OF SPEECH ACTIVITIES IN SELECTED 
HIGH SCHOOLS OF MINNESOTA 
by David Michael Dorsey 
PROBLEM: (l) To discover certain attitudes held by speech directors and 
practices used by these directors when working with high school students who 
were involved in the individual speech activities sponsored by the Minnesota 
State High School League; and (2) to discover the attitudes of high school 
administrators toward speech activities. 
PROCEDURE: The final decision was made to conduct the study with all 
public schools which had five or more entries in the state speech festival during 
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the five year period from 1956 through 1960. Sixteen schools qualified under 
this arrangement. 
Based on the writer's experience, training, and study, general factors were 
determined which might contribute to the apparent effectiveness in the dir-
ection of speech activities. 
A mail questionnaire was chosen to contact the administrators of the 
schools. The questionnaire requested information concerning the background 
of the school and names and addresses of the speech directors. One school did 
not respond; consequently, the project was continued, using fifteen schools as 
a basis for study. 
Eight directors, whom administrators had named as "Chairman of the 
Speech Department", were interviewed personally. The remaining seven dir-
ectors were sent letters and questionnaires. By May 25, 1962, all fifteen dir-
ectors had responded to the questionnaires and the interviews had been 
favorably completed. 
FINDINGS: 1. Effective speech programs were evident in both large and 
small school systems. 
2. The directors were well trained in speech and the majority had 
master's degrees or were working toward them. 
3. The average number of students in each school who participated in 
speech activities was sixty-seven per year. 
4. Time spent in preparation of students for competition varied from 
four to ten weeks and the educational and environmental backgrounds of the 
students were of primary consideration in the selection of divisions and 
materials. 
5 . Local eliminations were held by all directors. 
6. Declamation bureaus were not used. 
7 . The majority of directors indicated that debate assists in the pre-
paration of the speech activity student. The carry-over value from debate 
to original oratory and extemporaneous speaking was noted. 
8. Anne Simley's Oral Interpretation Handbook appeared to be a sig-
nificant instructional aid. 
9. The majority of directors suggested that the speech activity program 
in Minnesota was outstanding or adequate. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The overall findings of the study in-
dicated that neither administrative attitudes nor variations in the practices 
and philosophies of the directors were important factors in an effective speech 
activity program. However, it appeared that the primary requisites for an 
effective or successful speech activity program were the thorough training of 
the directors and their willingness to work diligently and enthusiastically with 
and for the students. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Robert H. Wick, Chairman; Dr. Charles L. 
Balcer 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
A STUDY OF ARISTOTLE'S MODES OF PROOF 
AS FOUND IN THE RHETORIC 
by Gerald Ralph Esselman 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this project was to study Aristotle's modes of 
proof as found in the Rhetoric. 
PROCEDURE: The problem was approached by first reviewing the Rhetoric 
and other relevant sources. The next step was to determine Aristotle's justific-
ation for writing the Rhetoric. After determining Aristotle's fundamental pos-
tulates, an analysis was made of Aristotle's philosophical study of logical, 
emotional, and ethical proof. 
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FINDINGS: Aristotle was impelled to write his Rhetoric because he felt 
that his predecessors had neglected to give logical materials their deserved 
place in persuasion. While the Rhetoric gives emotional and ethical proof due 
consideration, Aristotle h eld to his conviction that the most important ingredient 
of a speech is logical proof. Aristotle insists that logical proof should achieve 
truth. This dictate of making the speaker "the vehicle of truth" through logical 
proof is an ideal, rather than an easily attainable goal. The speaker, who 
deals with social problems and, therefore, with matters involving value judg-
ments and variant interpretations, can do no more than earnestly strive for 
a logical coherence which in the long run may approximate truth. 
Although in testing the arguments for validity the speaker may find them 
acceptable, we should keep in mind that their validity is no necessary guarantee 
of their truth. What the speaker should strive to achieve in reasoning on social 
and political matters is a high degree of certainty, or at least of probability. 
The nature of the orator's art and the audience with which he deals require 
reliance upon the probable. Thus, Aristotle recommended the use of enthymemes 
- enthymemes which many times deal with probabilities. Emotion, Aristotle 
admitted, plays a significant role in speech because the audience is not always 
content to be merely logical and realistic. The speaker's task is to correlate 
logical truth with emotional feeling. All audiences are not prepared, intellec-
tually or emotionally, to receive the truth in its boldest and least adorned 
guise; it must often be articulated or identified with feelings that will appeal 
to them. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: In all kinds of persuasion, our classroom 
instruction should be based on the Aristotelian principle that our fundamental 
approach to the use of the modes of proof must be found in the essential 
nature of the people to whom the persuasion is addressed. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Robert H. Wick, Chairman; Dr. Charles L. 
Balcer 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
AN ANALYSIS OF DEBATE PROGRAMS 
IN SELECTED MINNESOTA HIGH SCHOOLS 
by Myron Dean Hesse 
PROBLEM: The purposes of this study were (1) to examine the characteristics 
of effective debate programs in selected Minnesota High Schools, (2) to 
determine their differences and similarities, and (3) to compare these results 
with the opinions of professional educators. 
PROCEDURE: The first step was to review the professional literature and 
research in the area of competitive debate. Then a comprehensive questionnaire 
was prepared covering all phases of a debate program. The survey was divided 
into three areas: (1) Administrative support for the debate program, (2) Qual-
ifications of debate personnel, and (3) Materials and techniques of instruction. 
The objects of the survey were public high schools in Minnesota with debate 
programs adjudged as effective on the basis of participation in the state high 
school debate contest in two of the past three years. Nineteen schools qualified 
under this criterion and questionnaires were mailed to the debate directors of 
these schools . Sixteen schools responded to the survey. This represented 84.2% 
of the schools contacted. The information obtained from this survey was 
analyzed and compared with the views of professional educators. 
FINDINGS: Following are some of the findings of this survey: 
1. Effective debate programs have the support of the school administration. 
2. The additional stipend paid debate directors varied from $75 to $600. 
Average amount paid was $325. 
3. Most effective debate directors have more than six years coaching 
experience. 
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4. A speech background is not a major factor in the success of debate 
directors. 
5. Most debaters have not taken a course in speech. 
6. Most debate directors make use of commercially prepared debate 
manuals. 
7. A debate class is needed for the consistent development of winning 
debate teams. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The results of the study indicated that 
as a competitive activity, debate is rapidly growing among the public schools 
of Minnesota. This growth has resulted in a greater concern over the need for 
effective debate programs. 
Although not conclusive the results of the survey clearly suggest that in 
effective debate programs certain factors tend to exist. The most significant of 
these seems to be the personnel involved in the debate program. The de-
bate directors in these programs have several years of experience and tend 
to be dedicated, industrious people. The debaters are superior students that 
have analytic ability and are orally expressive. 
The debate programs in these schools tended to follow the recommend-
ations set forth by professional educators in all but one area. While professional 
educators favor original research, the majority of the debate directors favor 
using commercially prepared debate manuals. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Robert H. Wick, Chairman; Dr. Charles L. 
Balcer 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
A SURVEY AND EVALUATION OF EXISTING 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES IN THE 
HIGH SCHOOL THEATRES IN MINNESOTA 
by Robert W. Schmidt 
PROBLEM: It is apparent to those in the field of dramatic art that a major 
obstacle to a successful drama program in high school lies in the lack of 
adequate physical theatre facilities. Even preliminary examination suggests that 
distressing errors have been made and are being repeated in the design of 
educational theatre buildings. However, thus far no real evaluation has been 
made of the limitations imposed upon the drama directors in the high schools 
of Minnesota by their inadequate physical theatre facilities. It is therefore 
the purpose of this project to determine through survey the precise nature of 
existing high school theatre facilities in Minnesota. 
PROCEDURE: The survey was conducted in the following manner: a ques-
tionnaire card was sent to the high school drama directors in Minnesota. The 
survey card was a double post card, which accomplished two purposes: one-
half of the card explained the nature of the study, and the portion to be re-
turned was designed to reveal the number of drama directors who were in-
terested in the study. 
Following the return of two hundred and eighty-eight cards, eighty-six 
drama directors were selected for personal interviews and one hundred and 
sixty-three were sent questionnaires. The selection for interview and visitation 
was based on the following factors: 
1. Geographical location 
2. Enrollment 
3. Theatre facility 
FINDINGS: The answers provided by the high school drama directors during 
an interview and on the questionnaire were often diversified but a number of 
general conclusions could be made. It would appear that lack of sufficient 
stage lighting equipment, an insufficient amount of available space, poor 
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acoustics, and a lack of stage equipment in general were among the more 
numerous physical handicaps being imposed upon the typical high school 
director. 
The design of many high school theatres indicated a lack of understanding 
of the basic physical theatrical needs. The design of the auditorium and stage 
in many high schools and the design of the multi-purpose gymnasium-auditorium 
indicated that architectural errors were continually being repeated. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The chief causes of poor facilities in the 
vast majority of the high schools surveyed was directly related to a lack of 
knowledge of theatre requirements needed in an adequately equipped high 
school theatre. Insufficient physical facilities presented the majority of high 
school directors with handicaps that were often difficult to overcome. In al-
most every case, these handicaps were serious enough to appreciably effect 
the quality of the production. It is the opinion of this writer that more aid 
by qualified personnel in planning the high school theatre is clearly needed . 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: R. Keith Michael, Chairman; Dr. Arthur L. Hous-
man 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 
EFFECTS OF SCHOOL ENTRANCE AGE ON THIRD 
AND SIXTH GRADE ACHIEVEMENT 
by Joseph Harold Baker 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determine the effects on third 
and sixth grade achievement resulting from differences in chronological age 
at the time of entrance into first grade. The writer attempted to determine 
whether the younger school entrants achieve as well as their older classmates. 
PROCEDURE: A review of the literature and research indicated varying 
opinions as to the importance of chronological age and achievement. It also 
substantiated the methods used in conducting the research. 
One hundred sixty-seven sixth grade students and 246 third grade students 
from the Spring Lake Park, Minnesota, Elementary Schools provided the data 
for this investigation. The students in each grade level were divided into three 
groups, the oldest, middle, and youngest, according to their age at time of 
entrance into first grade. The composite score on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 
provided the measurement statistics. A z ratio for a difference between means 
of the three groups at each grade level was used to test the validity of the 
null hypothesis on the .05 and .01 levels. 
Two concomitant areas were investigated. The achievement of the retained 
children in these grades was compared to that of the various groups. A teacher 
evaluation of students in the youngest groups at each grade level was made. 
The characteristics evaluated were work habits, motor skills, general discipline, 
and desirable leadership habits. 
FINDINGS: 1. At the third grade level there were significant differences 
between the achievement means of the youngest group and the two older 
groups. The youngest group's mean achievement score was significantly lower. 
2. There were no significant differences between the mean achieve-
ment scores of the three groups at the sixth grade level. 
3. The greatest number of retentions occurred in the youngest group at 
each grade level. 
4. The mean achievement scores of the retained students at each grade 
level were one-half year to one full year below the mean of the lowest groups 
of the grade into which they were retained . 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 1. The significant differences in achieve-
ment at the third grade level and the lack of these differences at the sixth 
grade level indicated a possible tendency toward a declining relationship be-
tween chronological age differences and achievement as a child progresses 
through the grades. Further research should be done in this area. 
2. Retention had little positive effect, rarely brought the child's achieve-
ment level up to that of the group into which they were retained, and should 
be carefully scrutinized before being used solely as a result of poor achievement. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Donald G. Pollock, Chairman; Dr. James A. 
Grunerud 
DATE OF COMPLETION: May 1962 
REPORT OF THE THREE RAIL EXPERIMENT 
IN AURORA, MINNESOTA 
by Richard S. Domanoski 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of 
a three rail plan of organization in the fifth grade with the usual heterogeneous 
system of grouping. 
PROCEDURE: The material used in compiling the study was available to 
the author from personal contact with the program. 
The three rail experiment was conducted during a period when the author 
was a supervising principal in the district. 
Statistical results were derived from tests administered under the direction 
of the author and were compiled from results submitted to his office. 
FINDINGS: The statistics show gains and losses in various fields for all three 
rails. The tes t section on arithmetic indicated the highest significant gain in 
all of the three rails. 
The mid term system of reporting to parents has proven to be successful; 
it is now used on all grade levels. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The Aurora experimental program showed 
that children grouped on ability will experience gains and losses similar to 
children in heterogeneous groups. 
The experiment should have been carried on for a longer period of time 
to provide more conclusive evidence for or against ability grouping. 
When the three rail system of organization was used, there appeared to 
be more mental and emotional problems than when heterogeneous grouping 
was in effect. 
Curriculums at all levels would have to be adjusted to meet the needs of 
the children. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Floyd Perry, Chairman; Dr. Marvin E. Holm-
gren 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1961 
THE STATUS OF READING SPECIALISTS 
IN MINNESOTA 
by Marcella A. Floren 
PROBLEM: What is the status of reading specialists in Minnesota with re-
gard to the qualifications now required by the State Department of Education? 
PROCEDURE: A questionnaire was sent to all superintendents in school 
systems having a student population of two hundred or more pupils. The 
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school systems in the cities of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth were excluded 
from the survey. The returns of these questionnaires were used to formulate a 
list of teachers serving as reading specialists in Minnesota. These teachers 
were sent the Job Description Form which they were asked to complete. The 
replies when tabulated gave the necessary information regarding qualifications 
of these teachers with regard to the requirements of the State Department of 
Education. 
FINDINGS: l. Reading specialists were employed in 132 schools that par-
ticipated in this survey. There were 177 reading specialists employed in these 
132 schools. 
2. There were 34 persons fully qualified according to State requirements 
in the group of 126 teachers who replied. 
3. There were 92 persons working as reading specialists who were not 
qualified according to State requirements. 
4. There were 19 teachers who did not have the necessary bachelor's 
degree and 4 teachers who did not have the master's degree required for 
consultants. All unqualified teachers lacked one or more qualifications and 
over 40 of them lacked the vital practicum courses. 
5. Nine different titles were in use for reading specialists as opposed to 
the two titles listed by the State Department of Education. 
6. The majority of presently unqualified reading teachers were planning 
further specialized training. 
7. The majority of schools had set up their own specifications for the 
position of reading specialists. Most of these schools emphasized classroom 
teaching experience rather than training and recruited the reading specialist 
from within the school system. 
8. There were 88 school systems which would add remedial reading to 
their curriculum if some type of state aid would be given. 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS: A large number 
of the reading teachers participating in the survey were unqualified for cer-
tification according to requirements of the Minnesota State Department of 
Education. Less than one-half of the teachers replying could be qualified for 
certificates either as reading teacher or consultant. The lack of State require-
ments for reading teachers prior to 1960 was probably the primary cause for 
the employment of many teachers who are now unqualified. 
Teaching experience in the classroom was the criterion used by many 
schools as the qualification for a remedial reading teacher. Experience without 
special training for the teaching of remedial reading will not be adequate for 
certification. School systems should encourage further training for their read-
ing teachers. 
Classroom teaching experience is necessary for remedial reading teachers 
but specialized training is equally important. These are both requirements for 
State certification. Training for teaching of reading will usually better enable 
the teacher to diagnose reading problems and find an approach which may be 
more successful. 
In all likelihood, it would be unwise to refuse certification to all teachers 
now working in the field of reading although these teachers are not fully qual-
ified. Teachers who are endeavoring to gain training and are completing the 
necessary requirements should be given some tyfe of temporary certificate. 
A number of schools indicated that remedia reading would be added to 
the curriculum if there were sufficient finances. Special State aid for remedial 
reading would possibly be the solution to this problem. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Arnold Zaeske, Chairman; Dr. Floyd Perry 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE COMPETITIVE ATHLETIC PRACTICES 
IN FOUR SELECTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
by David D. Frerich 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to analyze the competitive athletic 
practices in four selected schools by comparing their competitive basketball 
programs. 
PROCEDU:RE: A survey questionnaire was submitted to 104 Minnesota ele-
mentary school principals to secure data regarding their competitive basketball 
program. A questionnaire was also submitted to the basketball players as well 
as to the parents of these players in the four selected elementary schools. Socio-
metric tests were given to all the fifth and sixth grade students in the four 
selected schools three times during the school year. Blood pressure and pulse 
rate tests were taken of 40 participants and 40 non-participants three times 
during the school year. 
FINDINGS: l. Seventy per cent of the principals indicated that they do 
offer a competitive basketball program in the school. 
2. Eighty-four per cent of the schools having enrollments of 400-600 stu-
dents and 600-800 plus students do have a competitive basketball program. 
3. One half of the competitive basketball programs were initiated within 
the past five years. 
4. Some principals require the boys to meet scholastic standards and to 
pass a health examination before being allowed to participate. 
5. Forty per cent of the participants had significant pulse rate increases. 
Thirty per cent of the participants had significant systolic pressure increases . 
6. Most of the participants ate as well the day of the game and slept as 
well the night before the game, as any other day. 
7. One-half of the players indicated they became more tense in a game 
than during practice. One-fourth of the players did not attempt a field goal 
for fear of missing. 
8. One-half of the parents felt their son seemed disgusted about the way 
he played. 
9. Three-fourths of the parents feel their son will make the high school 
basketball team. 
10. One-third of the parents suggested to their son that he play basketball. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: l. It seems that competitive athletics, 
particularly in basketball, is becoming more prevalent in the elementary schools 
in Minnesota. 
2. It seems that a competitive basketball program with team standings 
only, has less strain on the participant than a tournament type program. 
3. It seems that an intramural basketball program, terminating with a tour-
nament, has a greater social effect on the participant than an interschool com-
petitive program. 
4. Participation seems to have little effect on the participants' eating and 
sleeping habits, but seems to have a greater effect on his work and study habits. 
5. Some of the participants were disappointed in the way they played dur-
ing the game, and it seems that the cheering of the spectators, the coach be-
coming upset, and fear of teammate criticisms had the most effect on their play. 
6. There was some evidence of physical, social, emotional, and psychologi-
cal strain on the participant; however, the evidence was not sufficient to sub-
stantiate a claim either for or against competitive athletics at the elementary 
school level. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Donald G. Pollock, Chairman; Dr. Alvin H. 
Schelske 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
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A COMPREHENSIVE FIELD TRIP HANDBOOK FOR 
THE CROOKSTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
by Lawrence S. Heglund 
PROBLEM: The present study has been undertaken to: 1) survey and evalu-
ate Crookston's community resources for the purpose of compiling a field 
trip handbook for the elementary grades and 2) review the literature to discover 
the value and importance of field trips, the preparation needed, and the follow-
up activities necessary to conduct a successful field trip. 
PROCEDURE: The author began by consulting the Chamber of Commerce for 
a listing of all community resources that would be valuable for an educational 
field trip. A personal visit was made to each of the establishments for the 
purpose of completing a questionnaire. The following information was gained: 
whom to contact, nature of the activity to be seen, time needed to complete 
the tour, and special suggestions to touring groups. 
FINDINGS: The researcher found numerous field trip possibilities in the 
Crookston area. Several of the business places showed a great deal of interest 
in the projects as an aid in furthering the understanding between the school 
and the community. Guides for the tours prefer to have classes tour their es-
tablishments with definite questions in mind. A question and answer session 
following the tour was suggested by several businessmen. It was discovered that 
several firms have prepared guide sheets to explain their plant operations. 
This is an excellent way to summarize the significant points. Little research 
has been conducted on the use of the field trip as an educational tool, but 
those who have made studies conclude that the field trip is an effective means 
of teaching. School systems in several states have recognized the value of the 
field trip and have compiled field trip handbooks. 
SUMMARY: The purpose of this study was to survey the community resources 
in order to compile a field trip handbook for the elementary grades. Information 
was gained through a personal visitation and from comments and suggestions 
made by persons interviewed. It was discovered that this area has numerous 
field trip possibilities for the elementary grades. 
CONCLUSION: As a result of this survey it was discovered that businessmen 
are most willing to contribute time and service for a successful field trip. Many 
agreed that a well organized field trip can be highly educational for it helps 
the pupil gain a better understanding of the community in which he lives. It is 
honed that through the use of this handbook the Crookston teachers will be 
able to plan more successful field trips . 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Floyd Perry, Chairman; Dr. Donald Netzer 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
A STUDY OF SPECIAL CLASSES FOR EDUCABLE MENTALLY 
RETARDED CHILDREN IN CERTAIN PUBLIC ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOLS OF MINNESOTA SINCE 1957 
by Genevieve Kathleen Johnson 
PROBLEM: It was the intent of the writer (1) to survey classes organized for 
educable mentally retarded children in public schools in Minnesota since 1957, 
as revealed by a questionnaire study; (2) to determine the effectiveness of teach-
ing these children with a special class situation in the public schools; and (3) 
to present suggestions with regard to a functional curriculum for educable men-
tally retarded children of elementary school age in the light of research on 
this topic. 
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PROCEDURE: In order to determine what was being done in Minnesota with 
respect to providing for educable mentally retarded children of elementary 
school age in the public schools, a questionnaire was sent to ninety-one schools 
which were reported by the Special Services Division of the State Department 
of Education to have started special classes since 1957. 
FINDINGS: It was possible to tabulate results from sixty-three (69.2 per cent) 
of the schools which replied to the questionnaire. The number of special classes 
in public schools had increased each year since 1957. The median class size 
was reported to be ten pupils. Five hundred ninety-four boys and girls, ranging 
in age from five to sixteen, were accommodated in these sixty-three schools. 
The boys outnumbered the girls by twenty-four per cent. Mental ages of pupils 
ranged from 3 to 12 years and the intelligence quotient range was 25 to 93. In 
general, children whose IQ scores were below 70 adjusted to the special class 
situation more readily than did those whose scores were above 70. 
It was apparent from the daily schedules that the same subject areas taught 
to normal pupils were taught to children in the special classes. The class periods 
were shorter due to the larger number of groups in each subject area in the 
special classes. 
The regular Minnesota curriculum guide, supplemented by those from sev-
eral other states and cities, were adapted for special class use. Eighty-four per 
cent of the teachers expressed need for a special state guide for teaching 
educable mentally retarded children. 
In most instances, special class pupils participated with normal pupils in 
music, physical education, the lunchroom, assembly programs, and noontime 
play activities. 
Standardized achievement testing had not become common practice for 
evaluating progress in the special classes. In the few cases where they were be-
ing used, more pupils indicated gain than loss in achievement. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The authors, whose writings were reviewed 
in this study, concurred that teaching educable mentally handicapped children 
can best be accomplished in the special-class situation with materials and meth-
ods of instruction geared to their needs, interests, and capabilities. 
In order to carry on an effective and functional program for all mentally 
retarded children, their early recognition and accurate identification seems 
imperative. If special classes are to serve most efficiently those for whom they 
were intended, it is important that state regulations for class placement be follow-
ed conscientiously. Because educable mentally retarded children vary in capa-
bilities and interests just as normal children do, placement should be provided 
at the primary, elementary, and secondary levels. This can be accomplished in 
smaller communities through inter-district cooperation. Objectives for special 
classes, though basically the same as those for normal children, should be clear-
ly defined in terms of the potential capabilities of children at each level of 
placement. The state must continue to be responsibe for providing the neces-
sary funds. To insure continuity of the program, it appears desirable that 
special curriculum guides be developed at the state level. More materials of 
high interest and light vocabulary loads need to be written in all areas of the 
curriculum. Experimentation in teaching urocedures and further study of objec-
tive evaluation technique to determine those most effective for use with edu-
cable mentally retarded children should be encouraged. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Floyd Gilbert, Chairman; Dr. Albert H. Krueger 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1961 
HELPS NEEDED AND RECEIVED BY STUDENT TEACHERS AT 
THEIR OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT TEACHING CENTERS 
by Joseph A. Johnson 
PROBLEM: It was the intention of this study to identify and determine 
amounts of help received by student teachers at their off-campus student teach-
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ing centers. An attempt was made to compare the amounts of help received 
by the elementary and secondary student teachers in relation to each other. A 
comparison was also made of the amounts of help received by the student 
teachers at the various sized off-campus centers. 
PROCEDURE: A questionnaire was sent to eighty-eight student teachers as-
signed to twenty off-campus student teaching centers from St. Cloud State 
College in the Spring of 1959. The questionnaire included five general infor-
mation questions pertaining to the student teacher and his center and twenty-
three questions referring to the amounts of help received in various teaching 
or related areas. In order that the student teachers could take full advantage 
of their teaching experiences in their replies the questionnaires were sent to 
them during the last two weeks of the student teaching period. 
The returns were divided into groupings of elementary, secondary, and 
combined group responses for tabulation. The tabulations were presented in 
tables that indicated the numbers and percentages of student responses in each 
of the groupings previously mentioned. Each question or area of help received 
was represented by a table. 
FINDINGS: The student teachers received appreciable amounts of help in 
seventeen of the twenty-three areas contained in the questionnaire. Areas in 
which the total group received the least amounts of help were learning to use 
and understand the local community and its resources and meeting and con-
ferring with parents of students. The elementary student teachers received more 
help than the secondary in twenty-one of the twenty-three areas of help covered. 
The size of the off-campus student teaching centers made little difference 
in the amounts of help received by the student teachers. Conferences held by 
the college supervisor and supervising teachers with their student teachers re-
sulted in helping the majority of student teachers. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: A great number of student teachers 
received appreciable amounts of help in the majority of areas covered by the 
questionnaire. The weakest areas of help related to the student teachers con-
tacts with the community and parents. 
Elementary student teachers received greater amounts of help than did the 
secondary in almost all areas. The conferences with supervisors were of benefit 
to the majority of student teachers. The size of the off-campus student teaching 
center made little difference in the amounts of help received by the student 
teacher. 
The off-campus student teaching centers provided helps for the majority 
of student teachers in preparation for the teaching profession. For unknown 
reasons the elementary supervising teachers provided greater amounts of help 
for their student teachers than did the secondary. The contacts through various 
types of conferences with their supervisors were helpful to the majority of 
student teachers. This gives emphasis to the value of and need for continuous 
supervision on the part of the college and off-campus student teaching center of 
the student teacher. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Floyd Gilbert, Chairman; Dr. Floyd Perry 
DATE OF COMPLETION: September 1961 
A STUDY OF THE OFF-CAMPUS ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING 
TEACHER'S ROLE IN THE ORIENTATION AND CLASSROOM 
GUIDANCE OF THE STUDENT TEACHER IN THE 
FIVE-STATE AREA 
by Hildegarde Anna Miller 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was (1) to survey the prevailing prac-
tices used by the off-campus elementary supervising teacher in the orientation 
and classroom guidance of the student teacher in Minnesota, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Iowa, and Wisconsin, (2) to gather new ideas in these areas, and 
(3) to use the results in compiling a handbook particularly suitable to the student 
teacher. 
PROCEDURE: The first step was to review the literature pertaining to the 
supervising teacher's role in the orientation and classroom guidance of the 
student teacher. Recommended practices and procedures in the areas of (l) 
orientation, (2) observation and participation, (3) planning, (4) conferences, and 
(5) evaluation were itemized in the form of a questionnaire which was sent to 135 
off-campus elementary supervising teachers in the five-state area. The completed 
questionnaires were tabulated and analyzed to determine what practices and 
procedures were followed and what suggestions the supervising teachers had 
to offer. The next step was to compile a student teacher handbook which utilized 
these findings. 
FINDINGS: The data revealed that an average of eighty-five per cent of the 
supervising teachers in the five-state area used the recommended practices and 
pmcedures. Eight per cent of the total group believed in the techniques but 
did not use them, and an average of seven per cent did not believe in their use. 
ORIENTATION: An average of eighty-four per cent of the total group follow-
ed the procedures suggested in this category. An additional eleven per cent 
believed in the techniques but did not put them into practice, and an average 
of five per cent of the total group were in disagreement. 
OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION: Eighty-eight per cent of the total 
group used the suggested procedures; six per cent believed in their use, and six 
per cent were not in agreement. 
PLANNING: Rcommended procedures were used by eighty-eight per cent of 
the total group of participants in the survey. Seven per cent of the total 
group believed in the techniques but did not use them, and five per cent 
did not believe in their use. 
CONFERENCES : The greatest agreement among the supervising teachers was 
shown in their use of conference practices and procedures. Eighty-nine ner cent 
of the total group used the listed techniques; an additional six ner cent believed 
in the techniques but did not practice them. Five per cent of the total group 
did not believe in the procedures. 
EVALUATION: Least agreement among the supervising teachers was shown 
in their use of evaluative devices and practices. Only seventy-seven per cent of 
the total group used the recommended techniques; ten per cent believed in their 
use but did not employ them and thirteen per cent were in disagreement. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: An analvsis of the data furnish ed by the 
supervising teachers in the five-state area indicates that the maiority of them 
are makin~ adequate provision for the student teacher's orientation and class-
room guidance in the off-campus student teaching program. The general re-
sponses seem to indicate there should be constant evaluation of the techniques 
used in the orientation and classroom guidance of the student teacher in an ef-
fort to increase the supervising teacher's efficiency in fulfilling his role in guid-
ing the student teacher. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Paul E. Ingwell, Chairman; Dr. Floyd Perry 
DATE OF COMPLETION: November 1962 
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AN ANALYSIS OF PUPIL PROGRESS REPORTING PRACTICES USED 
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF THE TWENTY-SEVENTH STATE 
HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC DISTRICT OF 
NORTHEASTERN MINNESOTA 
by Jerome George Rooney 
PROBLEM: What would an analysis of the reactions of parents and teachers 
to pupil progress reporting practices used in elementary schools of the Twenty-
Seventh State High School Athletic District of Northeastern Minnesota reveal? 
PROCEDURE: The initial part of this study involved the examination of 
books, magazines and pamphlets dealing with pupil progress reporting systems. 
As a result of this research, a parent questionnaire and a teacher questionnaire 
were constructed. These questionnaires were then revised after a trial run had 
been made. 
The next step was to secure the cooperation and assistance of administrato;:s 
in the athletic district. Superintendents were contacted for permission to conduct 
a survey in one elementary school of their respective school districts. The super-
intendent gave the name of a building principal who was to assist in this 
project as well as the building that was to be surveyed. 
Thirty parent questionnaires and six teacher questionnaires were distributed 
to each of the cooperating schools. The building principal selected the parents 
of children in grades one through six to be surveyed. Each teacher sent home 
the parent questionnaires with the children. Self-addressed stamped envelopes 
accompanied each questionnaire and responses were tabulated and analyzed. 
FINDINGS: Some of the important findings derived from an analysis of par-
ents' responses included: 
l. The traditional report card (letter-mark), supplemented by parent-teach-
er conferences was preferred. 
2. Six-week reports were favored. 
3. Characteristics of a report card desired most fell in the following 
order: work habits and study habits, academic achievement, social habits and 
health habits. 
4. Two scheduled parent-teacher conferences with additional conferences 
whenever needed was recommended. 
5. Discussion of the report card among parents, teachers, and pupil follow-
ing each reporting period was suggested. 
Some of the important findings derived from an analysis of teachers' re-
sponses included: 
l. The traditional report card (letter-mark), supplemented by parent-teacher 
conferences was preferred. 
2. Six-week reports were favored. 
3. Two scheduled parent-teacher conferences with additional conferem:es 
as needed were recommended-the first conference following the first six-week 
period and the second during the fourth reporting period. 
4. The report card should include rating for Conduct, Effort, and Attitude. 
5. For grade one, it was suggested that no report card be issued for the 
first six-week period. A group parent-teacher conference was recommended in 
lieu of the first period report card. 
6. Different sets of report cards were recommended for intermediate and 
primary grades. 
7. A majority of teachers reported about 95 per cent attendance of at least 
one parent at parent-teacher conferences. 
8. It was suggested that before parent-teacher conferences are introduced, 
teachers attend teachers' meetings, read literature, discuss the matter with 
educators, listen to tape recordings of actual parent-teacher conferences, and 
visit schools already using parent-teacher conferences. 
9. Teachers felt school time should be provided for parent-teacher confer-
ences and the conferences should be spread out over a number of weeks rather 
than one or two days. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 1. The preferred method of reporting 
pupil progress consisted of letter-mark report cards issued each six-weeks period 
and supplemented by two scheduled parent-teacher conferences, with additional 
conferences scheduled as needed. 
2. Parents and teachers agreed that a report card should be simple and 
easy to interpret with the following traits listed: work habits and study habits, 
academic achievement, social habits and health habits. 
3. In grade one, many schools did not issue a report card for the first 
marking period but scheduled parent-teacher conferences instead. 
4. Most teachers reported excellent attendance of parents at parent-
teacher conferences when school time was used and when conferences were 
spread out over a number of weeks. 
5. The following recommendations are suggested: 
a. A report card should be simple, but easily interpreted; space for com-
ments by both teacher and parent might be provided. It is also desirable to issue 
report cards every six weeks. 
b. Academic grades may be reported by letter-marks (A-B-C-D-E or F) 
with no marks of plus or minus; social and work habits may be reported by 
means of symbols. 
c. Teachers who schedule parent-teacher conferences might begin to pre-
pare for conferences at the beginning of the school year by preparing folders, 
filing papers, and recording comments from day to day. 
d. It might be good policy for a school to schedule at least two parent-
teacher conferences each year, one following the first six-weeks period and 
the other following the third six-weeks period. Additional conferences may be 
scheduled with individual parents as needed. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Frank B. Slobetz, Chairman; Dr. James A. 
Grunerud 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1961 
A SURVEY OF PARENT ATTITUDES TOWARD ELEMENTARY 
TEACHERS IN DISTRICT 206 OF DOUGLAS COUNTY, MINNESOTA 
by Myrtle Josephine Scott 
PROBLEM: The problem for consideration in this study was proposed to 
ascertain the attitudes of parents toward elementary teachers in the public 
schools of District 206, Douglas County, Minnesota. 
PROCEDURE: A check list type questionnaire was constructed and employed 
for collecting the data. The check list contained a total of 49 statements of 
attitudes. The statements were classified into three categories: (1) attitudes 
toward community relations, (2) attitudes toward teacher preparation, and (3) 
attitudes toward teacher personality. Categories one and two each had a total 
of 18 statements of attitudes. Number three had a total of 13 statements. 
The questionnaire with a letter of explanation, and a stamped, self-address-
ed envelope was mailed to 350 parents who had children enrolled in the public 
elementary schools in the district. 
The questionnaire was distributed on the basis of residence - 150 to the 
city subgroup, 150 to the rural, and 50 to the faculty subgroup who resided 
in city and rural areas. The participants stated their endorsement or rejection 
of the attitudes by placing a plus before the statement if they agreed or a zero 
if they disagreed. Space was provided for any comments participants wished 
to make. 
Item responses were tabulated. The total number of item responses were 
checked frequently to locate possible errors. Comments which were pertinent 
to a particular attitude were recorded. 
The number and per cent of participants within subgroups and the total 
group who agreed, disagreed, or made no choice was summarized in a table 
for each category. The designated number for each attitude in the table 
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£ollowed the order of enumeration for the attitude in the check list and coin-
cided with the order in which each attitude was interpreted in the related 
discussion. Comments expressed were included. 
FINDINGS: Elementary teachers were an important part of the community. 
They were interested in and contributed to its welfare. Teachers were not 
considered better community leaders than other professional people. 
Parents concurred teachers were well paid. Slightly more than one-half of 
the total group felt teachers should stay in the community for a long period of 
time. 
Teachers were well liked, respected, friendly, and seemed happy with their 
work. Parents felt welcome at school. Elementary teachers were regarded as 
highly as secondary teachers with equal training. 
Elementary teachers did not do a better job of teaching than secondary 
teachers, nor did they understand their students better. 
Only 13 per cent favored advanced degrees, but all felt it was necessary 
for teachers to continue their education by attending workshops and summer 
school. 
Personality, patience, willingness, and love for children were equally as 
important in teaching as was more education. 
Whether teachers were married or unmarried, men or women, young or 
old, was of little significance. Women were not considered better teachers than 
men, but were preferred at the primary level. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: This survey of parent attitudes toward the 
elementary teachers in District 206, Douglas County, Minnesota showed that 
the parents regarded their teachers with esteem. They agreed teachers had a 
realistic view of life, were happy with their work, considerate, intelligent, and 
dedicated to teaching. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Donald G. Pollock, Chairman; Dr. James A. 
Grunerud 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
A HANDBOOK FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
IN COLERAINE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
by George Frederick Stockman 
PROBLEM: The purpose of the study was to gather data concerning hand-
books and, using the information gained, develop a comprehensive teachers' 
handbook which might be helpful to teachers of district #316. The handbook 
is intended to care for items of an all-district nature with building matters 
discussed only to the extent that they affect all elementary schools of the district. 
PROCEDURES: Educational organizations at state and national levels were 
contacted in an effort to obtain as broad a range of information as was possible 
concerning handbooks and manuals. These were then studied as were other 
sources of information to determine which items might be included in the 
handbook. Items were gathered from other sources as indicated in this discus-
sion. General district structure was included as an orientation device to new 
teachers. Teachers' most common questions and problems were considered and 
screened for possible inclusion in the handbook. Special departments and pro-
grams were discussed briefly with reference to special guides available for de-
tailed reference. District procedures, practices and policies were studied and 
reduced to written form, approved and included in the handbook. 
Information was studied and catalogued. The sequence of items follows 
quite closely the district administration through the introductory pages. When 
the elementary department is discussed items are arranged in order of impor-
tance to teachers with considerable attention given to the school year as a sec-
ondary guide. · 
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The most difficult part of the task was to select a point beyond which 
changes would not be noted in the handbook. This was especially difficult at 
Coleraine during the past school term. 
FINDINGS: Handbooks vary considerably in content and organization as well 
as evaluation of items included. Small schools and systems seem to have a 
tendency to deal with items in greater detail and to stress concrete examples 
while the large schools and districts discuss items in more general terms. 
Details are then left to building principals to consider and care for with build-
ing faculties. Direction of the program is achieved by the small school through 
direct action while the large school system delegates responsibility for direction 
to the individual principals. 
The study pointed out certain curriculum weaknesses in that philosophy 
and practice do not agree. This is especially true in the area of marking and 
grading. 
The elementary department has no strong coordinating head. A gradual 
weakening of the elementary supervisor's position has come about through the 
years by adding administrative detail to duties required without an appraisal 
of the effects on the total program. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: There is a need for clearer definition of 
responsibility and a strengthening of the elementary supervisor as an admin-
istrator. -
As the demands of the times become greater and pose increasing problems 
for schools published manuals and handbooks become increasingly important. 
These vary with the size and demands of the schools served. 
To be fully effective a handbook must be under constant study so that 
items may be included as needed or unnecessary items removed . The handbook 
then becomes of greatest value to the teacher for whom it was intended. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Donald G. Pollock, Chairman; Dr. James A. 
Grunerud 
DATE OF COMPLETION:: August 1961 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL EDUCATION 
A SURVEY OF THE ORGANIZATION FOR READING INSTRUCTION 
IN SELECTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN MINNESOTA 
by Dorothy Carmen Bjurman 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to investigate the pupil organiza-
tions for reading instruction in the graded public elementary schools of Minne-
sota. 
PROCEDURE: Questionnaires were sent to selected elementary schools in 
Minnesota during the year 1961. The list of the schools was secured from the 
Minnesota Educational Directory. Three hundred and eighty questionnaires were 
sent to principals and superintendents for permission to survey a second and 
fifth grade classroom in their schools. The questionnaire was completed by the 
classroom teacher and returned to the author. 
FINDINGS: The data from the replies were tabulated and analyzed: 
l. A large number of the schools used heterogeneous organizations. The 
remainder of the schools used homogeneous organizations of which some were 
experimental. The physical structure of the large schools favored the homo-
geneous organization (as compared to the small schools.) The wider spread of 
abilities seemed to favor the homogeneous organization in the intermediate 
grades. 
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2. Nearly all the classrooms organized their pupils into groups for reading 
instruction. In both the heterogeneous and homogeneous organizations, the 
primary department used three groups more often than any other grouping 
while the intermediate department used two groups more often than any 
other grouping. Most of the schools used a sequential skills program from 
first through sixth grade. The textbooks on grade placement or below grade 
placement were primarily used in the classrooms. Separate phonics instruction 
was used in more than half of the primary classrooms while the usage was 
much lower in the intermediate classrooms. The length of the reading instruc-
tional periods varied greatly. A majority of the second grade classrooms used 
periods from five hours per week to eleven hours per week while the majority 
of the fifth grade classrooms used periods from three hours per week to six 
hours per week. 
3. In the heterogeneous organization, the number of teachers using one 
or two groups for reading instruction tended to increase as the years of 
teaching experience increased. The number of teachers using three and four 
groups tended to decrease as the years of teaching experience increased. In 
the homogeneous organization, the pattern was irregular and showed no 
significance. 
SUMMARY: Several general conclusions seem to be appropriate: 
I. The heterogeneous organization was primarily used in the schools. 
The experimentation with homogeneous organizations indicated that new or-
ganizations have been considered. 
2. Grouping was the primary device used for organizing the pupils in 
the classrooms. Three groups were most commonly used in the primary 
grades while two groups were most commonly used in the intermediate grades. 
The number of groups used in the classrooms was similar in the heterogeneous 
school organizations and in the homogeneous school organization. The system-
atic, sequential skills program from the first through the sixth grade was used 
in most of the schools. Separate phonics instruction was used in more than 
half of the primary classrooms. The length of the reading instructional period 
seemed to vary with the teacher and pupils in the classroom. 
3. In general, the number of reading groups decreased as the years of 
teaching experience increased. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Victor L. Lohmann, Chairman; Dr. Arnold Zaeske 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
A STUDY OF THE HANDWRITING GUIDES USED IN THE 
LARGER SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF MINNESOTA 
by Minnie Genevieve Drayton 
PROB-LEM: Many people believe that there is need for a standard guide on 
alphabet forms and that handwriting has to be taught. Because the guides 
are needed in the teaching of handwriting, they were singled out for considera-
tion. The purpose of this study was to : (l) review the literature to determine 
criteria for analyzing handwriting guides, (2) secure guides currently used 
and available in the larger schools, (3) study, compare and analyze the guides 
using the criteria as a basis, (4) present conclusions and (5) make recom-
mendations based on the study. 
PROCEDURE: A thorough review of available books, bulletins and periodi-
cals on handwriting was made. Professional organizations and institutions 
were contacted for additional information and material. Criteria were developed 
and used to study, compare and analyze the guides. A summary was made 
and conclusions and recommendations were presented. 
FINDINGS: All but one of the guides conformed well with the criteria on 
binding and durability, but some had unattractive covers. 
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Some guides were much too ·thick or too large to be of value as a quick 
reference, or to lie open flat on the child's desk and not interfere with posi-
tion or paper when writing was being done. 
Lines of print were of convenient length for ease of reading and margins 
were usually good. 
All guides lacked sufficient pictures to make them attractive or to 
help clarify instructions. · · 
· AU guides emphasized manuscript writing in grades one and two, and 
cursive writing from·· grade four on up. 
• All guides stressed legibility as the major goal in handwriting instruction, 
but just how best to attain it was not well explained. 
•·• The literature favored teaching handwriting by having individuals and 
small groups work on their own problems, but material within the guides was 
generally arranged in the form of drills and exercises designed for class 
instruction. 
· Little help was offered to make the child gradually independently able 
to evaluate and maintain a legible handwriting. 
· Problems of the' left-handed were given little consideration. 
In no two commercial companies' materials were the letter forms made 
exactly alike and for some letters there were many forms . 
. Several school systems reported using more than one company's guides 
wfthhi their systein. · 
Some authors recommended a standard manuscript alphabet to simplify 
learning for primary grade children. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: If the guides are followed, handwriting 
is· probably taught mostly in· a class or large group situation, having little 
coz:relation with other activities involving writing. The literature recommended 
group instruction only on group problems and individual instruction otherwise. 
There was much emphasis on correlation with other activities involving 
:wfitinpg.h ·1 th 'd · d f II . h h . . er aps unh e gm es are revise to con orm we w1t t e cnten a 
found in the literature on handwriting, especially on teaching methods, more 
help ·should be made available to teachers. This might be accomplished 
through in-service training, some emphasis given to handwriting at conven-
tions and workshops, and a college course in which the te~ching of hand-
writing is offered to teachers and prospective teachers. 
A standard manuscript alphabet should be adopted for use in teaching 
primary grade children. A copy of it should be included in the state course 
of study on language arts for Minnesota schools. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Paul E. Ingwell, Chairman; Dr. Floyd 0. Gilbert 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1962 
AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE IF THERE IS A RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN READING DIFFICULTY AND ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
IN A ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
by llo Pollmann 
PROBLEM: · 'the purpose of this study was (1) to determine if reading dis-
ability is commonly reflected in antisocial behavior in four fifth grades in 
Rochester, Minnesota, (2) to determine the extent of reading disability and 
the kinds of antisocial behavior exhibited by students in the fifth grade, 
and (3) to determine on the basis of parent interview, if any of these anti-
social behavior patterns were exhibited before the students enrolled in school. 
PROCEDURE: The study was made by the use of conferences, tests, and 
a review of the literature. A reading test was given to 103 fifth grade 
students in one Rochester elementary school. The investigator gave the 
ten students whose grade equivalent scores indicated that they read half a 
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year or more below their grade level (5.0) reading clinic prepared tests and 
a personality test in order to find evidence of specifi-c reading difficulties 
and antisocial behavior traits . 
Conferences were carried on with the students, teachers, administrators, 
the school nurse and parents to find if the students' school and home history 
indicated previous instances or possible causal factors related to reading 
difficulties and antisocial behavior traits. ·· 
Literature related to the problem was reviewed to compare recent research 
studies with the findings in the Rochester school. 
FINDINGS: 1. Of the 103 students tested at the beginning of fifth grade, 
ten had reading test equivalent scores of 4.4 or lower. 
2. Reading test grade equivalent scores ranged from 3.0 to 4.4. 
3. Related reading test grade equivalent scores ranged from 2.0 to 4.4. 
4. Students in this study ranked below the 50th percentile in antisocial 
tendencies as indicated by a personality test . 
5. Antisocial behavior traits were exhibited by the students as indicated 
in two ways: by referrals to the principals for discipline; by ranking student 
behavior on a paired comparison basis. 
6. Results of conferences with parents seemed to indicate some pre-school 
antisocial behavior. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 1. The results of this investigation seem 
to indicate that a reading disability frequently manifested itself in antisocial 
behavior. Each case study seemed to exhibit some kind of antisocial behavior 
tendencies before the student entered school or an emotional problem was 
indicated at the parent conference. 
2. Of the 103 students only ten students read six months or more below 
their grade level. Reading disabilities were found to exist in the areas of 
spelling, phonics, vocabulary, and comprehension . 
3. Whether this antisocial behavior can be directly traced to a reading 
disability cannot be said with surety since each case who was studied ex-
hibited some kind of antisocial behavior apart from his reading. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Albert G. Luker, Chairman; Dr. Arnold Zaeske 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
THE EFFECT OF SYSTEMATIC USE OF APPARATUS ON 
UPPER BODY STRENGTH OF SIXTH GRADE BOYS 
AND GIRLS IN THE AUSTIN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
by George Albert Winter 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was (1) to determine whether system-
atic use of apparatus (climbing ropes, parallel bars, and vaulting boxes) would 
significantly increase the upper-body strength of sixth grade children in the 
public elementary schools in Austin, Minnesota; (2) to determine whether it 
would be feasible to place more of the same type of equipment in other 
schools in the school system. 
PROCEDURE: One hundred twenty-eight sixth grade children from six 
schools participated in the investigation. Sixty-four who had apparatus at 
their disposal participated as the experimental group and sixty-four who did 
not, participated as the control group. 
Children were equated on the basis of height, weight, age, and results 
of pull-up, modified pull-up, and bent-arm-hang tests administered to these 
chilaren in the fourth and fifth grades. 
To determine whether apparatus work affected the upper-body strength 
of the children push-up, pull-up, bent-arm-hang and right and left grip tests 
were administered during the last week of November and the last week of 
May of the 1961-62 school year. To determine if gains made by one group 
over the other were significant a t - test was used. 
A questionnaire was sent out to dete rmine whether the children had 
comparable resting and eating habits. 
FINDINGS: None of the gains made by the experimental group of boys 
over the control group were significant at the one per cent level of signifi-
cance based on the t- test. One factor in the area of doubt was push-up 
for boys. The girls' experimental group made significant gains over the girls' 
control group in push-ups and bent-arm-hangs. Though the girls' experi-
mental group showed gains over the control group in grip tests, these gains 
were not significant. 
From the statistical evaluation it appears that the apparatus did not 
contribute to the upper-body strength of boys; however, it did contribute 
significantly to the upper-body strength of the girls. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The statistical evaluation of equated data 
indicated the two groups were comparable for purposes of the study in all 
factors except modified pull-up for girls. 
The investigation indicates that the experimental group gained more than 
the control group in upper-body strength. This holds true for both boys 
and girls. Although gains were indicated by the experimental group over the 
control group, there were only two instances where these gains were signi-
ficant at the one per cent level - push-up and bent-arm-hang for girls. One 
factor, push-up for boys between the one and five per cent level was in 
the area of doubt. 
While the gains were not significant in all areas there were gains made 
in all factors by the experimental group over the control group. It would 
appear to the writer that this would warrant continuation and expansion of 
the fifteen minute period in the use of apparatus used in this study. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Floyd Perry, Chairman; Dr. Frances A. Bleick 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
GUIDANCE AND COUNSEliNG 
A STUDY OF OPINIONS AS EXPRESSED BY STUDENTS AT 
ST. CLOUD STATE COLLEGE TO DETERMINE THEIR REACTIONS 
TO THE COUNSELING THEY RECEIVED DURING 
FALL AND WINTER QUARTERS 1960-61 
by Virginia Carnes Allen 
PROBLEM: This study was conducted with students at St. Cloud State 
College who had received counseling at the Psychological Services Center 
during fall and winter quarters of 1960-1961 in order to determine their 
opinions of the counseling process and the benefits they had received from it. 
PROCEDURE: Literature was reviewed which pertained to the nature and 
purposes of counseling. This was done to establish a perspective, to review 
some common understandings about counseling, and to assist in the formula-
tion of the questionnaire to be used in the study. It was determined that 
the group would be limited to those undergraduate students who had made 
an appointment for a test interJ?retation or those students who made two 
or more appointments for counseling. This list contained the names of 186 
undergraduate students. 
These students were contacted by letter and asked to cooperate in the 
study by returning a postcard which requested that a student opinion ques-
tionnaire be sent to them . Completed questionnaires were returned by 123 
students. 
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FINDINGS OF THE STUDY: The freshman class was the largest class 
group using the services of the Center during the time of the study. The 
number of transfer students in the group was relatively high. It would seem 
particularly important that these two groups receive complete information 
about the counseling services available at the Center. 
The majority of the respondents felt that most students enrolled at the 
college were not familiar with the counseling services. The main sources 
of information about the Center were listed as teachers, fellow students, and 
the orientation program. 
In general, it was concluded that counselors at the Center were able to 
create rapport and that students could communicate freely to them about 
their problems. Most respondents said that it made no difference to them 
if their counselor was a man or a woman. Counselors appeared to be espe-
cially helpful to the students in assisting them to form a more realistic self 
concept and in helping them with educational and vocational planning. Re-
spondents chose aptitude tests as being most helpful to them. They felt 
that students are generally unfamiliar with the values they might receive 
from having test results interpreted to them and that often they do not 
know how or where to arrange for these interpretations. 
At present most students do not seem to use an appointment for a test 
interpretation as a way of asking for other kinds of counseling. Generally 
speaking, reactions to the counseling experience were favorable. 
Suggestions students made for improvements at the Center included: 
(1) a new building (2) more staff time to be made available for counseling 
and (3) more complete information about the counseling services. 
SUMMARY: Generally students feel that the counseling experience has been 
valuable to them. Complete information about these services should be made 
available to the teachers, the students, and other departments of the college. 
A larger staff and better facilities would be helpful in improving the coun-
seling services at the center. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Albert H. Krueger, Chairman; Dr. Victor L. 
Lohmann 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF CHURCH-ORIENTED GUIDANCE 
AND COUNSELING SERVICES AS RELATED TO JUNIOR AND 
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN THE TWIN CITY' AREA 
by Iris Joan Anderson 
PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this study (1) to discover the nature and 
scope of church-oriented guidance and counseling procedures and resources 
available for junior and senior high school students in the twin city area; (2) to 
determine the professional qualifications and training of religious counselors; 
and (3) to discover the needs and plans of churches and synagogues in this 
area for future facilities in guidance and counseling. 
PROCEDURE: A random sampling was made to include one-third of Roman 
Catholic, Jewish, Baptist, Congregational, Episcopal, Lutheran, Methodist, 
Presbyterian, and Salvation Army congregations within the twin city and 
suburban areas. Two hundred and twenty-six religious organizations were 
included in the sample group. Personal interviews were carried out with three 
rabbis, eight priests, and fourteen ministers of various denominations. Two 
hundred and one questionnaires were mailed . 
RESPONSE TO THE STUDY: Ninety-four questionnaires were returned by 
mail. Including personal interview and follow-up responses, a total of 129, 
or 57.1 per cent was obtained. One hundred and eleven, or 42.8 per cent of 
responses contained data which were tabulated and analyzed. 
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FINDINGS: 1. Religious leaders of all the congregations counsel with junior 
and senior high students. In addition many utilize lay-counselors; there is 
a lack of professional help. 
2. The guidance training of religious leaders has been primarily seminary 
courses and clinical or in-service training courses. Approximately one-fourth 
of the clergy reported graduate counseling training. 
3. Counseling resources most often used by clergymen are religious litera-
ture, religious vocational and career information, catalogues of denominational 
and/ or area colleges. Many Catholic, Protestant, and Salvation Army denom-
inations reported the use of secular vocational and career information, armed 
forces information, and placement information for jobs, part-time work, or 
summer volunteer welfare service. 
4. The majority of religious organizations reported group guidance 
activities to be task-centered and person-centered. Group guidance activities 
were reported in the social, vocational, educational, personal, and spiritual 
areas. The average amount of time used for guidance is three to five hours 
per week. The Salvation Army reported seventy hours per week. 
5. Counseling referrals received by ministers and priests are primarily 
from parents, schools, probation officers, courts, welfare agencies, and police. 
6. Less than four referrals are received per month by most religious 
organizations; fewer are made to agencies outside of the church or synagogue. 
The Salvation Army receives and makes more referrals than any other reli-
gious organization included in this study. 
7. The future needs of Protestants and Catholics for effective counseling 
programs include additional trained workers, more effective training courses 
for the clergy, enlarged building facilities, and additional guidance and coun-
seling services for junior and senior high school students. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The results of this study indicate that 
few churches and synagogues have planned programs of guidance and coun-
seling for junior-senior high school students. Although many clergymen have 
not had adequate training to counsel with young people in all areas, they 
are recognizing the need for effective guidance and counseling at the junior 
and senior high level, and are working toward the development of adequate 
programs within the religious setting. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. M. E. Van Nostrand, Chairman; Dr. Paul E. 
lngwell 
DATE OF COMPLETION: December 1962 
A SURVEY OF THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES PROGRAM IN 
SELECTED SCHOOLS IN THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
by Agnes Ann Danzl 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this survey was to study the student activities 
programs of various selected school systems in the state of Minnesota to 
gain a better insight into the total picture of the student activities program 
of the secondary school. The major emphasis was directed toward the types 
of activities in the high school, the administration of the program, and the 
function of the advisor of the activities. 
PROCEDURE: The first phase of the study was initiated by the writer by 
reviewing the literature that emphasized the student activities program. The 
second phase pertained to the analysis of the information that was obtained 
after submitting a questionnaire to forty-five selected schools in the state 
of Minnesota. 
FINDINGS: Some of the findings as indicated by the survey are as follows: 
1. All principals are responsible for the assigning of the advisors to the 
various activities and they also are responsible for supervising and admin-
istering the program. The "weak . link" in the administration appears to be 
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in the lack of an in-service training program for advisors as only .. .seven of 
the forty-four administrators conduct such a program. 
2. Of the schools 36.3 per cent of the schools have an activitie.s period 
at a scheduled time other than after school. 
3. Forty-one of the schools indicated that they feel that the student 
activities program is effective for the majority of the student body. 
4. Thirty-two schools do not limit the number of activities a student 
may join. The schools that do limit the activities did not indicate a consistent 
pattern of limiting the activities. 
5. A total of twenty-nine schools indicated that the counselor does play 
an active role in guiding students into the activities program. 
6. Financing of the activities program is done through: a) activity: fee, 
b) club dues, c) school budget, d) concessions, e) other means not reported. 
7. Thirty-one schools use the student council as a sounding board for 
attempting to improve the activities program. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The survey findings have shown that 
there is much variation in the general procedures used in the activities·· pro-
grams in Minnesota. Good organization and good administrative procedures 
are basic to this program and this practice was not always apparent in each of 
the schools surveyed. The majority of the schools are in need of conducting a 
thorough evaluation in this area. This evaluation may lead to: a) dropping or 
adding activities, b) closer supervision by the administration or adding a Dir-
ector of Student Activities to do the supervision, c) conducting in-service train-
ing programs for advisors, d) counselors should become better acquainted with 
the program to meet the needs of the students, e) advisors should receive come 
pensation for the directing of the activities. The result of such an evaluation 
may help to meet the needs and interests of the students of the school more 
effectively. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Albert H . Krueger, Chainman; Dr. Fred 
Menninga 
DATE OF COMPLETION: June 1962 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE ENTRY OCCUPATIONS OF THE 
DROP-OUTS AND NON-COLLEGE BOUND GRADUATES 
OF ST. CLOUD TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL AND 
ST. CLOUD CATHEDRAL HIGH SCHOOL FOR 
THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1960 
by James Joseph Graeve 
PROBLEM: The primary purpose of this study was to attempt to follow-up 
former students of St. Cloud Cathedral High School and St. Cloud Technical 
High School in an attempt to study the conditions of their first jobs. There 
were three-hundred and nine people in the study, two hundred and fifty-seven 
graduates and fifty-two drop-outs. 
PROCEDURE: A review of literature was made to establish perspective and 
to study the research pertaining to entry occupations, drop-outs, and follow-up 
studies. In an attempt to obtain a one hundred per cent survey, it was decided 
to contact personally as many drop-outs as possible, and to contact by telephone 
as many graduates as possible. The remainder of the drop-outs and the grad-
uates were contacted by mail. In order to tabulate the data gathered a ques-
tionnaire was used. 
FINDINGS: Following are some of the findings of this study: 
1. Seventy-seven per cent of the graduates and sixty-four per cent of 
the drop-outs either began looking for jobs before leaving school or immediately 
after they quit. 
2. Fifty-one per cent of the graduates and forty-six per cent of the drop-
outs found work within a week or less time. · 
3 . A third of the female graduates obtained work in the clerical field. 
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4. About a third of the students felt that they got their first job by them-
selves. 
5. The graduates were earning an average of seven dollars more per week 
than were the drop-outs. 
6. Better than eighty per cent of both groups obtained their first job 
within the St. Cloud area. 
7. Seventy-two per cent of the graduates were working full time compared 
to forty-two per cent of the drop-outs . 
8. A little better than half of the students felt that the school had not 
prepared them for their first job. 
9. English, for the graduates, and mathematics, for the drop-outs, were 
considered the two most important subjects in relation to their first job. 
10. Over forty per cent of the Cathedral High School male graduates felt 
that the school should add some vocational subjects. 
11. Low wages was the biggest single reason for dissatisfaction with the 
first job. 
12. Dislike of school was the biggest single reason for quitting school. 
13. Seventy per cent of the drop-outs would return to school if given 
another opportunity to do so. 
14. Nearly sixty per cent of the drop-outs did not talk with the counselor 
before they quit school. 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY: The study seems to indicate the need 
for additional counseling in both St. Cloud high schools. The drop-outs in par-
ticular need more personal and vocational counseling. The graduates have a 
need for more realistic occupational counseling. 
The study seems to indicate that the students feel that some curriculum 
changes are needed. Vocational courses should be added at Cathedral High 
School. The present curriculum should be evaluated and some changes seem 
warranted in order to prepare the students better for their first job. 
The study indicates that the St. Cloud area is able to employ most of its 
graduates and drop-outs in unskilled low paying jobs. The study indicates that 
girls are better prepared to enter the work force upon graduation than boys are. 
The study suggests the possibility of a post school program for drop-outs 
that wish to return to school. It also indicates that for most drop-outs school is 
an unhappy experience. This would tend to indicate that some member of the 
faculty, perhaps the counselor, will have to be able to spend more time and 
attention on the drop-outs in order to either keep them in school or prepare 
them realistically for what awaits them when they do leave school. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Albert H. Krueger, Chairman; Dr. Richard 
L. Nash 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF HONOR POINT RATIO 
AND PERCENTILE RANK ON THE MINNESOTA 
SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST 
by William Robert Kreul 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was (1) to determine if the Minnesota 
Scholastic Aptitude Test is a valid predictor of college success at Saint Cloud 
State College, (2) to determine if the Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test is a 
more accurate predictor for male or for female students, and (3) to further 
determine if the Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test is a more accurate pre-
dictor for students living in college dormitories or for students living in off-
campus housing. 
PROCEDURE: The first step was to compile in alphabetical order a list of 
all matriculating freshmen entering Saint Cloud State College in the fall quarter 
of 1960. From this list every fourth student was selected as the basis for the 
sample to determine the predictive validity of the Minnesota Scholastic Apti-
tude Test. 
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The second step was to divide the freshman class into five groups. They 
were (1) total group, (2) males living on campus, (3) males living off campus, 
(4) females living on campus, and (5) females living off campus. After this 
grouping, correlations were computed between the percentile rank on the 
Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test and the quarterly and cumulative honor 
point ratio of each student throughout his first year of college. Each of the 
correlations was then tested for its significance at the .01 level and at the .05 
level. 
FINDINGS: From the results obtained in the t-test of significance the writer 
found thirteen of twenty correlations to be significant. Eleven of these cor-
relations were significant at the .01 level and two were significant at the .05 
level. Five of eight correlations obtained for males were not significant. None 
of the four correlations for males on campus was significant and the spring 
quarter correlation for males off campus was not significant. The winter 
quarter correlation was significant at the .05 level. 
Of the eight correlations obtained for females only one, females off 
campus spring quarter, was not significant for the stated degrees of freedom. 
Six of the seven significant correlations for females were significant at the .01 
level and one, the cumulative correlation for females off campus, was sig-
nificant at the .05 level. 
CONCLUSIONS: Based on the statistical findings the following conclusions 
were reached: 
1. The Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test is a more accurate predictor of 
grades at Saint Cloud State College for the winter quarter than it is for the 
fall quarter or spring quarter. 
2. At Saint Cloud State College the Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test 
predicts grades more accurately for females than it does for males. 
3. The Minnesota Scholastic Aptitu,de Test is a more accurate predictor 
of grades at Saint Cloud State College for male students who live off campus 
than for male students who live in college dormitories. 
4. The Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test is a more accurate predictor 
of grades at Saint Cloud State College for female students who live in college 
dormitories than for female students who live off campus. 
5. At Saint Cloud State College the Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test 
is a more stable predictor of grades for female students than for male students. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Richard L. Nash, Chairman; Dr. Paul E. 
lngwell 
DATE OF COMPLETION: November 1962 
GUIDANCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF MINNESOTA-
A STUDY OF PAST, PRESENT, AND POSSIBLE 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
by John Harlan Lieske 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was (1) to present a brief history of 
the guidance movement with emphasis on development of the elementary 
school program; and (2) to show the present state of development, as well as 
possible future trends at the elementary school level through the use of auth-
oritative references, and questionnaires and interviews in selected elementary 
school systems throughout the state of Minnesota. 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES: The research techniques employed in the 
preparation of this study were of two types: a survey questionnaire conducted 
in selected elementary schools throughout the state of Minnesota; and inter-
views conducted in selected school systems in the St. Cloud State College 
Service Area. Questionnaires were mailed to schools selected on the basis 
of their elementary school population. Seven classifications were employed and 
every fourth system in each category was thus designated to receive a survey 
form. 
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The school systems within the St. Cloud State College Service Area were 
first classified according to size; every fifth name was then selected for in-
clusion in the interview portion of the investigation. 
CONCLUSIONS: The purpose listed by respondents and authorities in the 
field for elementary school guidance were basically similar in nature. They 
stressed (1) the need for early identification, since the prevention of maladjust-
ment yielded greater dividends than later efforts to undo the results of poor 
adjustment; (2) a preventive program coupled with a remedial one; and (3) a 
developmental program for all pupils, not merely the maladjusted individuals. 
The study disclosed that only three systems employed elementary school 
counselors, sixteen systems (seventeen per cent) elementary school psychol-
ogists, and that while seventy-nine per cent of the systems recognized the need 
for elementary school guidance only ten per cent of the systems pla nned to 
inaugurate such programs. 
The study revealed three possible solutions to the problem of smaller 
systems inability to employ full-time elementary guidance workers. The re-
commendations' were (1) a combination high-school-elementary school counselor ; 
(2) a county-wide elementary guidance _program; and (3) an elementary guidance 
worker that served several adjacent school systems. The investigation disclosed 
that regardless of the organizational method employed, the elementary guidance 
worker needed a broad educational background. Two suggestions were (1) the 
elementary guidance worker should be a combination counselor and psychol-
ogist; and (2) the elementary guidance worker should be a combination psychol-
ogist, social worker , and elementary counselor. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 1. Guidance programs should b e broadly expanded 
to encompass the entire educational system from grades one through twelve. 
2. The guidance program at the elementary school level, where full-time 
guidance workers are not feasible, should utilize part-time personnel. 
3 . Educational training for elementary guidance workers should b e suf-
ficiently extensive so as to include partial training similar to that of the social 
worker, psychologist , and counselor. 
4 . The guidance program should include in-service education for the 
teaching staff. 
5. A great deal more research is necessary in the field of elementary school 
guidance. The investigator poses several questions that seem particularly im-
portant and worthy of further research. The questions are : (1) What constitutes 
the current training program for elementary guidance personnel? (2) W hat 
type of guidance program is most feasible, useful, and desirable at the elemen-
tary school level? (3} How extensive and what type of program and personnel 
are currently utilized by systems that employ elem entary school counselors? 
(4) What type of guidance program and personnel would be most desirable and 
useful at the elementary school level? 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Richard L. Nash, Chairman; Dr. James A. 
Grunerud 
DATE OF COMPLETION: June 1962 
A GROUP GUIDANCE VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL 
PLANNING UNIT FOR THE NINTH GRADE 
by Charles Frederick Maurin 
PROBLEM: This study was designed to develop an adeq uate group guidance 
vocational and educational planning unit on the ninth grade level which w ill 
meet the needs of the students of Aurora-Hoyt Lakes H igh School. 
PROCEDURE: A search of literature was the major method used in gathering 
pertinent information relative to the development of the unit. The unit was 
developed as a result of combining the library research with the strong points 
of the Aurora-Hoyt Lakes High School ninth grade program. 
FINDINGS: Occupational information is indispensable in the planning of an 
adequate vocational and educational planning unit. Choosing an occupation is 
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dependent upon what occupations are available, what they require, and what 
they offer. The person teaching this unit should know where to get essential 
information about occupations. He should know how to appraise the accuracy 
of this information. The teacher should be aware that there is disputable 
occupational literature; he should be aware that the average student, teacher or 
parent does not know how to appraise the good from the bad. Varied sources 
of occupational information are the best. Each source is appropriate for certain 
information and inappropriate for others. When an occupational library has been 
developed, all materials should be classified and filed. A single textbook should 
not be used in this oourse. 
The content of the unit will vary with the purpose, the grade level, the 
school, the counselor, and the students. Every unit should be custom made to 
fit the needs of the group it is to serve. The length of the unit is determined by 
the program objectives of a particular school. Most schools teach a unit of this 
nature on the ninth grade level. If it is taught as a separate course, it is usually 
integrated into the Social Studies curriculum. 
A unit of this type should cover three phases of activity: self-analysis, vo-
cational, and educational planning. It is obvious that education plays a part 
in occupational choice. The knowledge of occupations can be effectively applied 
only when one knows something about oneself. 
Self-analysis, a phase of the unit, causes students to analyze their interests 
and abilities. All pertinent, current information should be obtained from the 
students' records so they can appraise themselves. A summary of their school 
grades, work experiences, special abilities, social adjustment, health informa-
tion, and test scores should be valuable in helping the student better understand 
himself. 
Vocational planning is concerned mainly with the exploring of broad occu-
pational areas as : medicine, trades, business, and transportation. The purpose 
of the vocational olanning is to acquaint students with the work-a-day world, 
acquaint them with necessary research skills, and help them develop interpreta-
tive skills. 
Educational planning is an integral part of the unit. The student becomes 
orientated to the high school curriculum, and he understands that each course 
has a relationship within his developmental pattern. In the unit. provision should 
be made to let the student make out his tentative four-year high school plan. 
Opport1mity should be orovided for the students to have access to school cata-
logs. The students should be cognizant of business and trade schools. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Every school must furnish accurate up-
to-date information for its students. The success of a group guidance voca-
tional and educational programs is related to the type of occupations and 
educational information available. 
The vocational and educational planning unit should include the three areas 
of self-analysis, vocational, and educational planning. It is obvious that knowl-
edge of occupations can be effectively applied when one knows something about 
one's self. It is equally obvious that knowledge of one's self can be effectively 
al)plied to vocational and educational planning only when one knows something 
about occupational and educational requirements. The length and content of 
the unit depends upon the objectives of a particular school. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Paul E. lngwell, Chairman; Dr. lrvamae 
Applegate 
DATE OF COMPLETION: July 1961 
AN ANALYSIS OF CAREER POSSIBILITIES IN ACCREDITED, 
FOUR-YEAR, DEGREE GRANTING COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES IN ,.,INNESOTA 
by John 0 . Muldoon 
PROBLEM: An area in which Minnesota school counselors are vitally con-
cerned is that which deals with helping prospective college students select a 
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school having educational programs which meet their interests and their needs. 
To help counselors meet their responsibilities in college choice counseling, 
it was felt that a guide, outlining possible careers and identifying those colleges 
and universities in Minnesota where it is possible to work toward these careers 
would be a valuable asset to the school counselor. The object of ths project 
was to prepare such a guide. 
PROCEDURE: The following procedure was used in carrying out this project: 
l. Establishing career categories. 
2. Establishing a list of four-year; accredited, degree-granting colleges and 
universities in the state of Minnesota. 
3. Identifying specific occupations for which colleges and universities in 
Minnesota offer training and assigning the occupation to the appropriate career 
category. 
4. Organizing the accumulated information in a usable form. 
FINDINGS: Three basic results of the study are reported. First, there is a 
list of accredited, four-year, degree-granting colleges and universities in the 
state of Minnesota. 
Secondly, the career categories are listed in alphabetical order and under 
each category are listed the occupations that it is possible to train for in the 
colleges and universities of Minnesota. 
Thirdly, under each specific occupation is listed the college or university 
where it is possible to train for that occupation. 
One hundred and eighty-six specific occupations are reported. In reporting 
these occupations, three factors have been shown by the use of code numbers. 
The number (l) after an occupation indicates that training beyond a four-year 
degree is necessary to enter the occupation. The number (2) after an occupation 
indicates that training beyond a four-year degree is recommended before enter-
ing the occupation. The number (3) after a college or university indicates that 
it will be necessary to transfer to another school to complete training for the 
occupation. 
Next to each occupation listed is the D.O.T. number for that occupation. 
This facilitates easy reference to materials in occupation files and manuals. 
Following the list of occupations are two indexes. One is an index by cate-
gory, and the other is an alphabetical index. 
Twenty-five colleges and universities in Minnesota met the criteria estab-
lished for inclusion in this project. The University of Minnesota offers training 
for most of the occupations reported. 
Nearly all of the major occupations which are classified as professional or 
managerial are included. 
Most of the colleges and universities provide at least initial training in 
the various occupations reported. 
In general, it can be stated that the colleges and universities in Minnesota 
offer a wide variety of job-training opportunities. High school graduates from 
Minnesota high schools, in most instances, need not travel from their home 
state to experience training necessary to enter career fields which require a 
college education. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Albert H. Krueger, Chairman; Dr. Frederick C. 
Markwardt 
DATE OF COMPLETION: May 1963 
A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF THE 1958 AND 1961 GRADUATES OF 
LITCHFIELD HIGH SCHOOL 
by Gladys Peto Murray 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this studt was to (l) have students, one and five 
years after graduation from high schoo , evaluate how well the Litchfield High 
School curriculum has met their needs; to compare the evaluations by sex, 
graduation years, and class rank category, and (2) to present recommendations 
with regard to curriculum revision, as revealed through a questionnaire study. 
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PROCEDURE: The data for this study were secured from replies to a ques-
tionnaire received from all living 258 graduates of 1958 and 1961 from the 
Litchfield High School. The questionnaire was designed to secure factual and 
opinion-type information which covered the general categories of personal 
history, education and training beyond high school, occupations, community 
activities and high school services, social preparation and personal problems, 
evaluations of subject areas and educational experiences, and suggestions for 
improvement by graduates. Interpretation of the written responses was made 
in terms of the categorized and tabulated information. 
FINDINGS: l. About two out of every three of the graduates left the Litch-
field area after graduation. 
2. Of the 1961 graduates one out of five of the females and one out of 
ten of the males were married. 
3. Almost one-third of the graduates were attending school. 
4. Approximately 100 per cent of the males for both years from the highest 
class rank category had attended a college or university. 
5. Fewer than half of the graduates reported they received help in planning 
and preparing for more education beyond high school. 
6. Only one out of six of the graduates thought they received all or almost 
all the help they needed in high school in preparing for an occupation. 
7. Business occupations led all others in the greatest single source of em-
ployment. 
8. Of the total sample, 6.25 per cent were engaged in farming and this 
group came predominantly from the lowest class rank group. 
9. Athletics and musical experiences were the top activities which the grad-
uates believed to be very useful in later life. 
10. About on out of five of the graduates took part in the last political 
campaign either as voters or volunteer workers. 
11. One out of ten of the graduates believed they had received enough 
help in preparation for marriage and family life. 
12. One out of five thought they had received enough help in solving 
personal problems while in high school. 
13. Of the graduates, three out of four believed the school should do much 
to help students solve their educational, vocational, and personal problems. 
14. A desire for more grammar, more spelling, more English themes, more 
commercial, more foreign language, and more mathematics were rated high 
rather consistently by both sexes of both years in the comparison. 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY: l. Neither vocational training nor college 
preparatory training should be neglected at this high school. 
2 . It is advisable that the college preparatory program in operation at 
present be improved to more nearly approximate the quality of work demanded 
of college students. 
3. A modern and well-rounded commercial department is recommended. 
4. Co-curricular and/or extra-curricular organizations adapted to the spe-
cial needs of those students entering nursing school and the armed services is 
suggested. 
5. More occupational, educational, and personal guidance is recommended. 
6. It is recommended that the curriculum be enriched to include more 
help in preparation for marriage and family life. 
7. It is suggested that a guidance committee be activated with representa-
tion from the parents, students, teachers, administration and the school coun-
selors. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Paul E. Ingwell, Chairman; Dr. Fred Menninga 
DATE OF COMPLETION: May 1963 
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A CASE STUDY OF A GROUP OF DROPOUTS FROM THE 
BRAINERD SECONDARD SCHOOLS BETWEEN 
JUNE 1959 AND JUNE 1961 
by Frances Norgaard 
PROBLEM: Through a detailed study of case histories of a group of dropouts 
from the Brainerd secondary schools between June, 1959, and June, 1961, the 
writer proposed to show that the dropouts' decision to leave school was usually 
the result of a combination of related factors rather than to any single reason. 
PROCEDURE: The names of the dropouts were listed alphabetically and 
then numbered. The writer chose every tenth name from the list and used 
nineteen cases for the study. All available information from the cumulative 
records, teachers' and principals' observations, the records of local social agen-
cies, and interviews with the dropouts and their parents was used in writing 
the case histories. Attention was focused upon the factors which related to each 
students' leaving school and upon the similarity of these factors as they applied 
to the other cases studied. These findings were compared with the results of 
other studies reported in recent literature. 
FINDINGS: The following findings were factors which related to the students' 
leaving school: 
1. The majority of dropouts had sufficient intelligence to complete high 
school training. 
2. Dropouts came from low-income families. 
3. Family attitude toward the value of education seemed more influential 
than the actual income. 
4. Lack of participation in extracurricular activities was common among 
dropouts. 
5. Retention in the elementary school and failure in high school subjects 
encouraged many students to leave school. 
6. Dropouts stated that they had no interest in school. 
7. With few exceptions, dropouts had poor reading ability. 
8. Personality adjustment problems were found among dropouts. 
9. Most dropouts had made school-to-school transfers which made educa-
tional and social adjustments difficult. 
10. The average dropout was seventeen and a half years of age, and 
eleven dropouts were juniors or seniors at the time that they left school. 
11. The dropouts had difficulty in finding permanent employment and 
were engaged in temporary jobs such as unskilled labor, farm work, and service 
occupations. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: With few exceptions the dropout was a 
boy, seventeen and one-half years of age, who had sufficient intelligence to 
complete his high school training, but who was handicapped by low reading 
ability. He had generally been retained in at least one grade and was doing 
failing work at the time that he left school. At some time he had transferred 
from one school system to another, and he had found educational and social 
adjustment difficult in the new school. He did not participate in extracurricular 
activities, lived on a farm, and rode the bus to school. He had little interest 
in academic subjects and preferred vocational training. His family belonged to 
the lower socioeconomic group. After leaving school he had difficulty finding 
permanent employment and was engaged in temporary jobs such as unskilled 
labor, farm work, or a service occupation. 
For the purpose of strengthening the holding power of the school, the 
writer made the following recommendations: 
1. An expansion of the guidance and counseling services. 
2. Limitations of the size of kindergarten, first, and second grade classes. 
3. More remedial reading classes for the elementary grades and the junior 
high school. 
4. Wider membership in extracurricular activities held during school hours. 
5. Addition of a special room for the junior high school. 
6. Addition of the services of a qualified visiting teacher. 
7. Addition of area-vocational training for the senior high school and post-
graduate students. 
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8. Continuation of the public relations program to acquaint parents and 
the community with the value of completing high school training. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Richard L. Nash, Chairman; Dr. H. P. Lohrman 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
A SURVEY TO DETERMINE WHY APPLICANTS FAILED TO 
COMPLETE ENROLLMENT AT ST. CLOUD STATE 
COLLEGE IN 1961 
by Milford T. Ulven 
PROBLEM: This project was an investigation to determine the present ac-
tivities, extent of the practice of submission of multiple applications for admis-
sion, future educational plans, and reasons for non-attendance of 432 applicants 
to St. Cloud State College who did not complete their registration for classes 
for fall quarter, 1961. 
PROCEDURE: Questionnaires were mailed to each of the 432 persons who 
applied for admission for fall quarter, 1961, at St. Cloud State College who did 
not show up when classes began. Completed returns were received from 347 
(80.3 per cent) of the subjects of the study. 
FINDINGS: Following are some of the findings of this study: 
1. The largest proportions of respondents were either attending other 
oolleges (60.2 per cent) or working (27.1 per cent). 
2. The majority of the respondents (69 per cent) submitted applications for 
admission to St. Cloud State College only or one other college in addition to 
St. Cloud State. 
3. Almost half (49.2 per cent) of the respondents not attending college 
indicated that they did still plan on college attendance in the future. 
4. The reasons most often listed by the respondents to explain their non-
attendance at St. Cloud State involved lack of money on the part of the student 
or that scholarships were offered by other schools. 
5. More than 85 per cent of the respondents who were attending college 
were attending schools in Minnesota with the largest proportion (41.3 per cent) 
attending the University of Minnesota. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The results of this study seemed to show 
that the majority of the subjects of this study either were attending college 
elsewhere than St. Cloud State College or were still planning on future college 
attendance. The reasons given to explain non-attendance of the respondents 
at St. Cloud State usually involved lack of money, or the fact that it would be 
less expensive for them to attend another school either because it was closer 
to home or because of a scholarship grant. The respondents to this project 
indicated that they had applied for admission to relatively few colleges in 
addition to St. Cloud State, which in turn indicates that the problems created 
by multiple applications for the college are probably at a minimum at this time. 
The information presented in this report will be most useful to members 
of the college administration who are concerned with the disposition of appli-
cants who do not complete their college enrollment. It will also be useful as 
a starting point upon which future investigations of similar groups of subjects 
can be based. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Albert H. Krueger, Chairman; Dr. Robert G. 
Zumwinkle 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1962 
AN ANALYSIS OF HOW GUIDANCE DIRECTORS IN MINNESOTA 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS HAVE ORGANIZED, DEVELOPED, AND 
USED THEIR OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION LIBRARIES 
by Dale H. Van Ryswyk 
PROBLEM: This study was made to attempt to discover and analyze how 
Guidance Directors in the State of Minnesota in the school year 1960-1961 
have organized, developed, and used their occupational · information libraries. 
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PROCEDURE: Related literature was reviewed to establish perspective and 
to study the research pertaining to the use, development, and organization of 
occupational information libraries. A mailing list was developed using the State 
of Minnesota publication Directory of Counseling Personnel, 1960-1961. The 
number of people selected from the directory included only those listed as full-
time guidance directors; this resulted in a mailing list for the study. A ques-
tionnaire was developed and tried out on a sample group. This group was com-
posed of three Minnesota secondary school counselors and Dr. Robert Hoppock, 
Professor of Education, New York University. The questionnaire as developed 
was composed of three parts. The first section dealt with the development, 
the second with the organization, and the third with the use of occupational 
information libraries. The questionnaire was mailed to forty-seven guidance 
directors. 
RESPONSE TO THE QUESTIONNAffiE: A total of forty-seven guidance 
directors (100 per cent) completed and returned the questionnaire. 
FINDINGS: 1. The majority of the guidance directors had purchased a career 
information kit of occupational information. 
2. The majority of the respondents reported that their occupational library 
had been developed by the purchasing of a career information kit and by 
ordering free and inexpensive occupational information. 
3. The average amount of money spent each year for occupational informa-
tion per school was $100.00. The total cost of the occupational information 
library was approximately fifty-six cents per student. Approximately eleven 
cents per student was spent each year to keep the occupational information 
library current. 
4. Over one-half of the guidance directors reported that they filed occu-
pational information by means of the D .O.T. system . 
5. Nearly one-half of the guidance directors reported that they used stu-
dent help in some phase of the occupational information library work. The ma-
jority of the guidance directors reported that this student help was satisfactory. 
6. The guidance directors who had purchased a career information kit 
felt that the students enjoyed and used this information more than they did free 
and inexpensive material. 
7. The primary ways of appraising occupational information were by 
reading the information and by using the N.V.G.A. Standards for appraising. 
8. A majority of the guidance directors stated that the teachers did use 
occupational information in their classes. 
9. The guidance directors suggested that new counselors encourage teach-
ers to require that the students write themes on vocations and college training 
and thus utilize the occupational information library. 
SUMMARY: The results of this study seem to indimte that guidance directors 
in this state have used a variety of methods in developing, organizing, and 
using occupational information libraries. It seems from the material presented 
that it is essential that the guidance director make a thorough study of the 
school, the community, the faculty, and the student body before he makes 
recommendations in relation to the development, organization, and use of the 
occupational information library to the school guidance committee. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Albert H. Krueger, Chairman; Dr. Charles W. 
Emery 
DATE OF COMPLETION: March 1963 
A STUDY OF FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL 
DECISIONS OF INMATES IN THE STATE REFORMATORY 
HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM 
by John Charles Weismann 
PROBLEM: This is a study of reasons for the student's initial drop from 
school and subsequent resumption of the high school program. The degree of 
realism in both former and present vocational-educational planning was also 
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explored. Inmates enrolled in the high school program of study at St. Cloud 
State Reformatory were subjects used in the study. 
PROCEDURE: A questionnaire was designed using information gained from 
informal talks with reformatory personnel, state parole agents, and potential 
drop-outs. Questions relevant to the problem at hand were constructed in such 
a manner as to elicit response in an interview situation. Individual interviews 
were held after a brief discusson with the men as a group. The data were 
tabulated and reported in percentages. 
FINDINGS: Reasons most often given by the men for dropping school 
included inadequate curriculum, lack of achievement and encouragement in 
or out of school, an absence of motivation, and feelings of discrimination by 
peers and teachers. The men preferred to think the return to school was 
their own idea with encouragement from relatives. Experience on the labor 
market was one important factor in this decision. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Due to the inherent nature of the study, 
results cannot be considered statistically "significant" but can be considered 
meaningful nonetheless. This is due to the fact that information gained was 
often the individual's own estimate and interpretation of his situation. In 
light of this, one may then realize the strength rather than the weakness of 
the study and its application to the high school drop-out problem. 
One may conclude that if this drop-out problem is to be alleviated to 
any measurable degree, it must begin with some of the basic needs shown by 
this and other studies in the past. We are, to some degree, working with 
students whose concept of the world of work is warped by an astigmatic 
view of a few "halo occupations" whose educational requirements, aptitude 
prerequisites, and disadvantages are known to only a few. Vocational thought 
by the student is still seemingly at the pre-high school phase of planning. 
This may be a case in point, then, for an extensive-intensive program of 
vocational education. 
Other areas of equal import entail consideration of more flexible cur-
riculum programs; expansion of guidance services to facilitate a better under-
standing of, and more effective work with the potential drop-out; and early 
identification of academic and social problems that may, in effect, harm 
chances for future success and eventually force crushing discouragement 
from repeated failure. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Paul E. Ingwell, Chairman; Dr. H. P . Lohrman 
DATE OF COMPLETION: April 1963 
READING 
AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE CAUSES OF SEVERE READING 
RETARDATION AS IDENTIFIED BY THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
SERVICES CENTER OF ST. CLOUD STATE COLLEGE 
by Melinda Johnson Cates 
PROBLEM: To discover the causes of reading retardation. 
PROCEDURE: Fifty case records of severely retarded readers on file at 
the Psychological Services Center were investigated to obtain significant data 
All cases were of elementary or high school level. The findings were recorded 
and analyzed and summaries drawn. 
FINDINGS: About seven causes per pupil had been identified. The minimum 
retardation was 3 years and the maximum was 10 years. The intelligence 
quotient range was from 85 to 146. There were six girls and forty-four boys. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The "Emotional" causes of reading re-
tardation were most frequent, with "Educational" second, and "Physical" the 
least frequent. The "School Developmental Educational'' and the "School 
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Centered Emotional" causes account for 53 per cent of total causes. All 
other causes combined account for 46 per cent. 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Victor L. Lohmann, Chairman; Dr. Arnold Zaeske 
DATE OF COMPLETION: August 1961 
A COMPARISON OF TWO APPROACHES TO TEACHING 
READING IN THE FIRST GRADE 
by Catherine P. Mumm 
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to compare the progress made 
by one group of first-grade students who were taught by the basal reading 
approach only, while the other group was taught by the Phonovisual basal 
reading approach plus an isolated phonics method. 
1. Were there greater gains made in word recognition by the students 
in the basal reading approach as compared with the students in the basal 
reading approach plus an isolated phonics method? 
2. W ere there greater gains made in sentence reading by the students 
in the basal reading approach as compared with the students in the basal 
reading approach plus an isolated phonics method? 
3. W ere there greater gains made in paragraph reading by the students 
in the basal reading approach as compared with the students in the basal 
reading approach plus an isolated phonics method? 
PROCEDURE: In September of 1960 the SRA Primary Mental Abilities 
Tests were administered to all first graders in Blaine Elementary School, 
Spring Lake Park, District 16. These students were taught reading by the 
basal reading series approach for the entire school year 1960-1961. The two 
teachers involved in the experiment were graduates of St. Cloud State College 
and had five years experience. During the last week of April and the first 
week in May, 1961, the Gates Primary Reading Test was administered. 
In September of 1961 the SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test was admin-
istered to all first graders. After a careful study, thirty students from 1961 
were matched with thirty students taught in 1960, using mental age as 
the basis. 
These thirty students were divided between the two teachers. Fifteen 
other students were added to each class to make a total of thirty per room. 
This remained constant throughout the school year. These students were 
taught the basal reading series approach in the forenoon and an isolated 
phonics series, Phonovisual, in the afternoon . 
During the last week of April and the first week of May, 1962, the 
Gates Primary Reading was administered. The results of the Gates Primary 
Reading Test, which includes word recognition, sentence reading, and para-
graph reading, were compared for the school years 1960-1961 and 1961-1962. 
FINDINGS: As a result of this study, the following findings were evident: 
1. There was a significant difference between the means of the two 
groups in word recognition. The mean achievement favored the group taught 
the basal reading approach and Phonovisual. 
2. There was no significant difference between the mean achievement 
scores of the two groups in sentence reading and in paragraph reading. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: According to this study, at the first grade 
level there is a tendency toward a definite relationship between the methods 
and materials used in teaching reading and a student's achievement in word 
recognition. The findings would indicate that the first grader who learned 
phonics in a separate class period in addition to a basal reading text wou1d 
be more likely to achieve to a greater extent in recognizing words in isolation. 
There was no evidence of a relationship between the two methods and 
materials used in teaching reading and student\ achievement in sentence read-
ing and paragraph reading. l\ 
PROJECT COMMITTEE: Dr. Victor L. Lohmann, Chairman; Dr. Eloise N. 
Courter 
DATE OF COMPLETION: May 1963 19'/2 
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